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ABSTRACT 

This tli.esis reports the investigation on the role of the additives 7Zr+ 1 ONi and Zr on the 

crystal structure, microstructure and first hydrogenation behavior of Tix V 70-xCr30 (x= 1 ° 
to 50) alloys. By keeping the Cr content constant and varying the relative proportion of 

Ti and V, the effect of TiN ratio on hydrogen storage properties was also studied. In the 

case of 7Zr+ 1 ONi additive, ail alloys were multiphase with a main bcc phase and with 

secondary phases that were Zr, Ni rich. From the hydrogen measurements it was found 

that the absorption capacity of the alloys was increasing with higher Ti-content and that 

the additive enhances the first hydrogenation kinetics. 

The effect of the Zr additive was studied on the same alloys compositions Tix V 70-xCr30 

(x= lOto 50). The microstructure of these alloys also showed the presence of a matrix, 

bright and black phases. The chemical composition of these phases was found to be 

different tha~ those phases which were observed for 7Zr+10Ni added alloys. X-ray 

patterns revealed that ail ofthese alloys were bcc before hydrogenation. For alloy x = 30 

and 40, metastables Ti-Zr and Ti phases were also observed along with bcc phase. Upon 

hydrogenation, bcc phase transformed into fcc and bct phase. Only for alloy x = 40, 

single fcc phase was seen. The volume of the hydrogen in the fcc phase was found to 

decrease with increasing lattice parameters of the bcc phase. The hydrogen absorption 

capacity of these alloys increased with higher Ti content. For alloy x= 50, maximum 

absorption 3.7 wt. % was achieved. Absorption kinetics of these alloys was found to be 

very slow compared to the absorption kinetics of 7Zr+ 1 ONi added alloys. 

Alloy x = 50, showed the maximum absorption capacity and as 7Zr+ 1 ONi was found to 

be a better additive than Zr, further investigation was performed on theTi so V 20Cr30 alloy 

added with 7Zr+ 1 ONi. X -ray pattern showed that this alloy had a single fcc phase after 

hydrogenation. In order to study the hydride phase and to locate the hydrogen atom in 

the crystal structure, in-situ neutron diffraction was performed on fully deuterated alloy. 

Neutron diffraction patterns were taken white heating the sample from 122 Oc to 266 oC. 

Rietveld's refinement of the deuterated alloy identified the fcc phase as the main phase. 

Linear thermal expansion and lattice parameter of fcc phase were measured for the first 

time. 
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To understand the microstructure ofthese alloys, the matrix and secondary phases of the 

alloy Tiso V 20Cr30 with 7Zr+1 ONi additive were studied individually. These matrix and 

bright phases were synthesized by using the same elemental composition seen in EDS 

and labelled as 50TiM and 50TiBP. Microstructure of 50TiM was found similar to the 

TisoV20Cr30 but 50TiBP showed a different microstructure with a different phase 

composition. Alloy 50TiM showed a higher absorption capacity than 50TiBP. On the 

other hand, 50TiBP showed a faster absorption kinetics than 50TiM. This seems to 

confirm the hypothesis that the secondary phase acts as a gateway for hydrogen to enter 

the matrix phase. 

Effect of the hydrogen atom on local environment of 50TiBP before and after 

hydrogenation was studied by using EXAFS. Ali the measurements were done at the Ti

K edge. Normalized EXAFS spectra and R space fitting showed that electronic structure 

of Ti- atom changed after hydrogenation. 
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RÉSUMÉ 

Cette thèse rapporte l'étude du rôle des additifs 7Zr + 10Ni et Zr sur la structure 

cristalline, la microstructure et le comportement de la première hydrogénation des 

alliages TixV7o-xCr3o (x = 10 à 50). En maintenant la teneur en Cr constante et en faisant 

varier la proportion relative de Ti et de V, on a également étudié l'effet du rapport Ti / V 

sur les propriétés de stockage de l'hydrogène. Dans le cas de l'additif 7Zr + 10Ni, tous 

les alliages étaient multiphases avec une phase principale cubique centrée (cc) et des 

phases secondaires riches en Zr et Ni. Les mesures de l'hydrogène ont montré que la 

capacité d'absorption des alliages augmentait avec une teneur en Ti plus élevée et que 

l'additif renforçait la cinétique de la première hydrogénation. 

L'effet de l'additif Zr a été étudié sur les mêmes compositions d'alliages TixV7o-xCr3o 

(x = 10 à 50). La microstructure de ces alliages a également montré la présence d'une 

matrice, de phases brillantes et noires. La composition chimique de ces phases s'est 

révélée différente de celle des phases observées pour les alliages ajoutés 7Zr + 10Ni. Les 

diagrammes de diffraction X ont révélé que tous ces alliages présentaient la phase cc 

avant l'hydrogénation. Pour les alliages x = 30 et 40, des phases métastables de Ti-Zr et 

Ti ont également été observés conjointement avec la phase cc. Lors de l'hydrogénation, 

la phase ~c s'est transformée en phase cubique à face centrée (cfc) et tétragonale centrée 

(tc). Seulement pour l'alliage x = 40, une seule phase cfc a été observée. Il a été constaté 

que le volume de l'hydrogène dans la phase cfc diminuait avec l'augmentation des 

paramètres de réseau de la phase cc. La capacité d'absorption d'hydrogène de ces alliages 

augmentait avec la teneur en Ti. Pour l'alliage x = 50, une absorption maximale de 3,7% 

en poids a été atteinte. La cinétique d'absorption de ces alliages s'est avérée très lente 

comparée à la cinétique d'absorption des alliages avec l'additif7Zr + 10Ni. 

L'alliage x = 50 a montré la capacité d'absorption maximale et, étant donné que 7Zr + 

10Ni s'est avéré être un meilleur additif que le Zr, un complément d'étude a été effectué 

sur l'alliage Ti50V2oCr3o additionné de 7Zr + 10Ni. Le diagramme de rayons X a montré 

que cet alliage avait une seule phase fcc après l'hydrogénation. Afin d'étudier la phase 

hydrure et de localiser l'atome d'hydrogène dans la structure cristalline, une diffraction in 

situ sur neutrons a été réalisée sur un alliage entièrement deutéré. Des diagrammes de 
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diffraction des neutrons ont été pris tout en chauffant l'échantillon de 122 oC à 266 oC. 

L'affinement Rietveld de l'alliage deutéré a identifié la phase cfc comme étant la phase 

principale. La dilatation thermique linéaire et le paramètre de réseau de la phase cfc ont 

été mesurés pour la première fois. 

Pour comprendre la microstructure de ces alliages, la matrice et les phases secondaires 

de l'alliage Ti50 V 20Cr30 avec l'additif 7Zr + 10Ni ont été étudiées individuellement. Ces 

phases matricielles et brillantes ont été synthétisées en utilisant la même composition 

élémentaire que celle trouvée dans l'EDS et sont étiquetées respectivement 50TiM et 

50TiBP. La microstructure de l'alliage 50TiM a été identifiée comme étant similaire à 

celle de l'alliage Ti50 V 20Cr30. Cependant, la microstructure du 50TiBP est différente de 

celle de l'alliage et a une composition chimique différente. L'alliage 50TiM a montré 

une capacité d'absorption supérieure à celle du 50TiBP. D'autre part, 50TiBP a montré 

une cinétique d'absorption plus rapide que le 50TiM. Cela semble confirmer l'hypothèse 

selon laquelle la phase secondaire sert de passerelle pour que l'hydrogène entre dans la 

phase matricielle. 

L'effet de l'atome d'hydrogène sur l'environnement local de 50TiBP avant et après 

l'hydrogénation a été étudié à l'aide d'EXAFS. Toutes les mesures ont été effectuées sur 

le bord Ti-K. Les spectres EXAFS normalisés et l'ajustement de l'espace R ont montré 

que la structure électronique de l'atome de Ti changeait après l'hydrogénation. 
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SECTION A 



Chapter.l 

Introduction of Hydrogen Economy and Hydrogen storage Materials 

1. 1 Introduction of Hydrogen Economy 

Constant use of hydrocarbon fuels is responsible, to a large extent, for air pollution and 

global warming. Hydrogen as an energy vector is a promising way to solve these 

environmental issues [1]. It could be used in conjunction with renewable energies, 

mainly solar and wind. Transportation and storage of these energy sources is a problem 

which could be solved by using hydrogen as energy storage and/or energy vector [2]. 

Hydrogen has a wide range of other utilization in the energy field su ch as in heat storage, 

isotope separation, Ni-MH batteries, heat actuators, etc. 

Hydrogen is colourless, tasteless, odourless, nontoxic, nonmetallic and highly 

combustible diatomic gas at ambient temperature and pressure[l]. Hydrogen is the most 

abundant element in the universe but on the earth, hydrogen exists only in molecular 

form su ch as water and molecular compound. It should thus be extracted from these 

compounds in sorne way. Combustion and explosion properties of hydrogen are 

compared with the methane and gasoline fuels in table 1.1 [3]. It can be seen from the 

table that hydrogen has very sm aIl density (0.084 kg/m3
) compared to the other natural 

gases. It means that to store only 1 kg of hydrogen at ambient pressure, a volume of II.9 

m3 is required. Hydrogen has very low critical temperature (Tc = 30.0K), high 

diffusivity, wide range of flammability and high burning velocity compared to other 

natural gases[3]. Hydrogen combustion is completely carbon free and gives a 

gravimetric energy density between 120 MJ/kg and 142 MJ/kg which is three times 

higher than the gravimetric energy density ofpetroleum [4]. Hydrogen ignition energy is 

only 0.017 mJ for mixtures with air, which is smaller than the other hydrocarbon fuels, 

but the flame temperature ofhydrogen and other fuels is very similar. 
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Properties Hydrogen Methane Gasoline 

Density [kg/m
J

] (STP) 0.084 0.65 4.4 
(lOOOkPa &15.5 

oC) 
l 0.61 0.16 0.05 Diffusion coefficient [cm /s] 

Flammability limit in air [vol%] 4-75 5.3-15 1-7.6 

Minimum energy for ignition in air 0.02 0.29 0.24 
[mj] 

Maximum burning velocity in air 3.46 0.45 1.76 
[mis] 

Flame temp in air [k] 2318 2148 2470 

Table 1.1 Combustion and explosion properties ofhydrogen, methane and gasoline fuels. 

1.1.1 Hydrogen Production and Storage 

There are several methods to produce hydrogen such as: electrolysis and thermolysis but 

currently the method mostly used by the industry is steam reforming [5]. Natural gases 

are the cheapest source for hydrogen production, but the major byproducts of this 

process are CO2, CO and other greenhouse gasses. Hydrogen production by electrolysis 

method is a clean means of production but it consumes a huge amount of electricity 

which is itself a big issue. 

On the other hand, due to the low hydrogen density (0.089 grnll), hydrogen storage is 

also an important challenge. There are pre senti y three main techniques for hydrogen 

storage: high pressure, cryogenies and solid state [1]. These technologies are reported in 

table 1.2 with their typical operating temperature and pressure [3]. 
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Technology Mass Operating Pressure (bar) Hydrogen density 

(%) temperature (Kg/ml) 
eC) 

High-pressure 13 25 100 33 
cylinder 

Liquid hydrogen 100 -252 1 70 

High surface area 2-5 -196 15-50 20 
material 

Low tempe rature 2 25 2-9 99 
metal hydrides 

(LaNisH6) 

High temperature 7 - 300 2-10 150 
metal hydrides 

(Mg2FeH6» 

Complex hydride 18 >100 1 ISO 

Table 1.2: Hydrogen storage technologies 

High pressure storage method is presently the most commonly used method. The 

conventional steel cylinders are operated at maximum 200 bar pressure. For mobile 

applications, their size and weight make them impractical [6]. However, light weight 

composite gas cylinders have been developed and are now used in mobile applications. 

They can sustain up to 700 bars of pressure, but they are more expensive than the 

conventional steel cylinders. 

For the cryogenie storage, very low temperature «-253°C) and super insulating 

containers are required which makes this method very expensive. However, this is the 

method used to transport large quantities of hydrogen over long distances when 

hydrogen pipeline is not available. 

Hydrogen storage in solid state materials is a promising and convenient way to replace 

high pressure and cryogenie storage [1] . There are two different routes for the solid

state hydrogen storage. The first is in which molecular hydrogen interacts with the 
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surface of the material with the weak Van der Walls force (physisorption) and the 

second is in which chemical interaction (chemisorption) of the atomic hydrogen takes 

place with simple or complex metallic alloys. Physisorption or adsorption is a surface 

phenomenon which occurs at very low temperature (-195 oC). This type of interaction 

leads the low adsorption enthalpy which lies between 1 and 10 kJ/mol. The main focus 

of this thesis being on chemisorption, the following discussion will be limited to this 

storage technique. 

1.2 Hydrogen Storage in Metal hydrides 

Metal hydrides have been studied for several applications such as for gas separation and 

purification, temperature sensing, thermal compression, and refrigeration. However, the 

main application for metal hydrides is hydrogen storage [7-9]. Depending upon the 

bonding between hydrogen and metal atom, hydrides are c1assified as ionic hydride, 

covalent hydride and metallic hydrides [10]. Most of the hydrides studied for hydrogen 

storage are metallic hydrides [11]. In metallic hydrides, hydrogen atoms interact with 

metal atoms and make a metallic bond. 

1.2.1 Thermodynamics of Metal Hydrides or Pressure composition 

Temperature (peT) 

Many metals and alloys react with hydrogen according to the following schematic 

reaction: 

x 
M + - H2 ~ MHx + Q 

2 
(1.1) 

Here M is a metal, solid solution alloy or intermetallic compound, MHx is a hydride, x is 

the metal to hydrogen ratio and Q is the heat ofthe reaction[1 0] . 

When a metal is in contact with hydrogen, the hydrogen molecule firstly interacts with 

the surface through weak Van-der Walls interaction which is known as the physisorption 

phenomenon. In the case of metal hydride formation, hydrogen overcomes the activation 

barrier and molecular hydrogen dissociate into hydrogen atoms. After this dissociation, 

the hydrogen atom diffuses into the bulk and makes M-H (metal hydrogen) solid 
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solution which is known as the a phase. This is schematically represented in figure 1.1. 

With increasing pressure, the hydrogen concentration increases and at the plateau 

pressure there is nucleation of the hydride phase. This phase is usually called the ~ 

phase. In the plateau region a and ~ phases coexist, and the length of this plateau region 

gives us information about the reversible capacity of the hydride. At the plateau region, 

the total number of phases are three (a, ~ and hydrogen gas) and total number of 

components are two (metal and hydrogen). Phase formation in metal hydride system can 

be understood by the Gibb's phase rule which is: 

F = C - P + 2 (1.2) 

where, F is the degree of freedom, C is the number of components and P is the number 

of phases. 
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Referring to figure 1.1 and according to the Gibb's rule when the a and ~ phases coexist 

there is just one degree of freedom thus giving a plateau region in the pressure

composition diagram. In a and ~ regions, the total degree of freedom is 2. Therefore, in 

the se regions, hydrogen concentration rises with increasing hydrogen pressure. 
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As the temperature increases, the plateau pressure of the hydride also increases and at a 

certain temperature the plateau region completely disappears. This temperature is known 

as the critical temperature of the hydride. Therefore below the critical temperature, by 

taking the middle point of the plateau region of each isotherm a graph InP eq versus ur 
can be plotted. This graph is known as Van't Hoff plot by which enthalpy MI and 

entropy ~S of the hydride are calculated. According to the Van't Hofflaw [10]: 

ÂH !::..S 
InP =- - - (1.3) 

eq RT R 

Here enthalpy and entropy are the slope and intercept of the straight line plotting InP eq 

versus ur [10]. P eq is the equilibrium hydrogen pressure, T is the thermodynamic 

temperature and R is the gas constant (8.3145 J/K mol). 

1.2.1 Hydrogen Storage in body centred solid solution alloys 

A solid solution alloy is formed by dissolving the one or more solute elements into a 

solvent element [12]. For solid solution formation, it is not necessary to have a 

stoichiometric or near stoichiometric alloy composition. 

For hydrogen storage applications, various compositional solid solution alloys such as 

Pd, Ti and Zr based alloys have been studied [13-17]. In 1982, Ono et.al reported the 

hydrogen absorption properties of Ti-V solid solution alloy [18]. They measured the 

pressure composition temperature (PCT) curve of TioA VO.6 alloy and observed that this 

alloy took a very long time to attain the equilibrium pressure [19]. This measurement 

emphasized on the slow reaction rate ofthis alloy. Therefore, due to their slow reaction 

rate, Ti-V -based alloy was not found suitable for practical application. In 1988, Libowitz 

and Maeland investigated the effect of the addition of transition elements (Fe, Mn, Cr, 

Co, Ni) in Ti-V -based alloy and observed that addition of a third element improves the 

hydrogenation kinetics [20, 21]. 

1.2.2 Hydrogenation characteristics of bec alloy 

Generally in the PCT isotherm of body centred metal and alloys, two plateaus are 

present [10] . As an example, the pressure composition isotherm of vanadium is shown in 
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figure 1.2 [19]. Vanadium shows two plateaus at two different equilibrium pressure [19]. 

Equilibrium pressure of the first plateau, corresponding to the monohydride, is 0.1 Pa at 

80 oC as seen in figure 1.2 (a) [22]. The second plateau which is due to the formation of 

the dihydride is at much higher pressure; for example, 2 MPa at 78 oC as shown in 

figure 1.2 (b) [22] . 
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As the plateau of the monohydride phase is usually at a pressure mu ch lower than one 

bar, this makes it impossible to desorb in most practical applications. The dihydride 

plateau is at mu ch higher pressure and this phase could be desorbed under a few bars of 

hydrogen pressure. Reversible capacity is defined by the capacity that could be absorbed 

and desorbed under the operational conditions of the hydride tank. Therefore, two 

plateaus in PCT are undesirable. 

Besides two plateaus in PCT, difficulty in first hydrogenation (activation) is also an 

important problem with these alloys. Generally, the surface of the alloy is covered by an 

oxide layer. During the activation, hydrogen has to break the oxide layer to be absorbed 

in the bulk of the alloy [23]. To solve the activation problem, heat treatment between 

300 and 750 Oc is usually required for bcc alloys which is not desirable for practical 

applications [24, 25]. 
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For utilization ofbcc alloys for hydrogen storage, the destabilization of the monohydride 

(in order to improve the reversible capacity) and making the activation possible at room 

temperature are two important aspects that have to be improved. 

1.2.3 Laves phase related bec solid solution 

In 1995 Tsukahara et al. studied the V -based multi-phase alloys to make the electrodes 

for Ni-metal hydride batteries and observed different phases for the different alloy 

composition [26-29]. For TiV3Nio.56Hfx, (x = 0.046, 0.24) alloy they observed the 

presence ofbcc phase with CI4 laves phase [28]. They. found that the combined effect of 

bcc and C14 laves phases was helpful to obtain higher electrode capacity. 

Iba and Akiba in 1997 reported that alloys having a bcc solid solution phase along with 

Laves phases are very promising for hydrogen storage and they named these kind of bcc 

phase 'Laves phase related bcc solid solution' to distinguish them from simple bcc phase 

that is observed in Ti-V system [19]. In their study, they found that Ti-V-Cr alloys have 

smaller hysteresis th an Ti-V -Mn alloys which makes them more suitable for the practical 

application [19]. 

It was reported that Ti-V-Cr alloys absorb up to 3.7 wt.% of hydrogen, but their 

reversible capacity is around 2.4 wt.% [18, 30, 31]. In order to see the effect of 

additional phase on sorption kinetics of bcc alloy, Miraglia et al. remelted Ti-V -Cr bcc 

alloy with 4 wt.% of Zr7NilO [23]. They reported that due to the addition of Zr7NilO, a 

secondary phase was formed which made the activation possible without prior heat 

treatment. 

Activation kinetics and storage capacity are also affected by the differences in chemical 

composition. Many groups have studied the effect of different elementary composition 

on the hydrogenation characteristics of bcc alloys and reported that variation in chemical 

composition has a direct effect on the plateau pressure and sorption kinetics [19, 31-33]. 

Yu et al. studied the effect of V-content in Ti-V-Cr-Mn alloy [34]. They found that a 

higher proportion of vanadium increased the hydrogen capacity, but this made the first 

hydrogenation much slower. 
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1.3 Aim and structure of the thesis 

The main objective of the thesis is to understand the effect of 7Zr+ 1 ONi and Zr, 

additives on the microstructure and hydrogen storage properties of Ti-V -Cr alloy. 

Another objective of this thesis is to study the effect of TiN ratio on the hydrogen 

capacity and first hydrogenation behaviour. The reason for changing the TiN ratio is 

that vanadium is an expensive element. Thus, it is advisable to optimize the TiN ratio to 

obtain the highest hydrogen capacity for the lowest possible vanadium content. 

The thesis is made of five chapters. In this first chapter the introduction and basic idea of 

the research were given. In the second chapter, details of ail the experimental techniques 

are reported. In the third chapter, the effect of 7Zr+ l ONi on Tix V 70-xCr30 is discussed. In 

the fourth chapter, the effect of the addition of Zr on Ti-V -Cr alloy is shown. In the fifth 

chapter neutron, and EXAFS studies on Tiso V20Cr30 alloy added with 4wt.% of 

7Zr+ l ONi are reported. 
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Chapter 2 

Description of the Experimental Techniques used for Material 
Synthesis and Characterization 

This chapter presents ail the experimental techniques that have been used for material 

synthesis and characterization. Namely: 

(i) Arc melting for the synthesis of the Ti-V-Cr alloys. 

(ii) X-ray diffraction for the characterization of the crystal structure of the alloys. 

(iii) Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and associated Energy Dispersive 

Spectroscopy (EDS) for the microstructure and elemental composition of the alloys. 

(iv) Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure spectroscopy (EXAFS) used to determine 

the local atomic structure of the alloy . 

(vi) Sievert's type apparatus for measuring the hydrogenation properties. 

(vii) Neutron diffraction for the phase identification and localization ofhydrogen in the 

crystal structure. 

2.1 Alloy synthesis by arc-melting 

Ali raw elements Ti (99.9%), V (99.7%), Cr (99%), Zr (99.2%) and Ni (99.9 %) were 

purchased from Alfa-Aesar. Ali syntheses were done by mixing the raw elements in the 

desired propOltion and melting them together. 

Arc-melting is a technique which is used in laboratories and industries for alloy 

synthesis. In order to melt the alloy, heat is produced by generating an electric arc 

between a tungsten electrode and a copper crucible. Initially, ail the raw elements are 

placed on the water chilled copper crucible, then the chamber is evacuated and refilled 

by the argon. This process is repeated three times to remove ail air from the melting 

chamber. 
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Fig 2.1 Arc-melting machine 

After the final evacuation, a partial pressure of 0.7 bar of argon is established in the 

melting cham ber. To generate the arc, the tungsten electrode is kept very close to the 

sam pIe. Once the arc is generated, tungsten electrodes moved up and down to melt ail 

parts of the sample. This gives high enough temperature to melt the metals and form an 

alloy. For the Ti-V -Cr alloys, a current of 45 amperes was used . After melting, when the 

melted alloy is solidified, it is turned over and remelted. This pro cess is repeated three 

times to make a homogeneous alloy. Figure 2.1 shows the picture of the arc-melting 

apparatus. 

2.2 X-ray Diffraction 

X-ray diffraction is used to study the crystal structure of the alloys. For the present 

study, we used a Bruker D8 Focus X-ray diffractometer having a Bragg-Brentano 

configuration and with CuKa (Â-a = 1.54 A) radiation. The crystal structure parameters 

were evaluated from Rietveld refinement by using Topas software [35]. A schematic 

diagram ofthe X-ray goniometer is shown in figure 2.2. 
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Fig 2.2 Schematic diagram of the X-ray diffractometer 

Figure 2.2 shows the main components ofaX-ray diffractometer : X-ray tube for 

production of X-ray; slits in order to collimate the X-ray beam; monochromator; to 

select the wavelength; sample holder; X-ray detector [36]. In the X-ray tube, a tungsten 

filament and a metal target are arranged in such a way that the metal target is maintained 

at ground potential and the tungsten filament at negatively high potential. When the 

tungsten filament is heated up by the filament current a stream of electrons are emitted 

from the filament and accelerated towards the target [37].These electrons hit the metal 

target and produce X-ray. Most of the kinetic energy of the electrons is transformed into 

heat. Therefore, to prevent the metal target from melting, cold water circulation is used. 

X-ray produced in the X-ray tube contains strong Ka line with weak KJ3 line. This KJ3 

component is undesirable and to decrease the intensity of this component relative to the 

Ka, a filter is used. The filter material is usually in the form of foil. Choice of the filter 

depends on the metal target. For Cu metal target, a Ni filter is used. 

For the diffraction phenomenon, X-ray beam incident on the sample, interact with the 

electron cloud surrounding the atom and are scattered. These scattered X-rays have 

definite phase re\ationship due to the periodic arrangement of atoms on the lattice [37]. 
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These phase relations will produce constructive and destructive interference. If the path 

difference between the two successive waves is integral multiples ofthe wavelength then 

constructive interference take place and a diffraction peak is observed. Diffraction 

condition or Bragg's law is: 

2d'/kl sin 0 = nÂ, 

where d is the interplanar spacing ofhkl planes, f... is the wavelength and n is an integer 

number. 

Powder diffractometers using the Bragg-Brentano parafocusing geometry gives well

defined diffraction angles. The Bragg-Brentano parafocusing geometry is shown in 

figure 2.3. In this geometry, sample and a point detector move in such a way that the 

sample is always at 8 and detector is al ways at 28 to the incident X-ray. Incident and the 

diffracted beam move on a circle that is centred on the sample. In figure 2.3, X-ray 

source is denoted by S, detector is denoted by D and the centre of the goniometer circle 

is denoted by O. Ali these three points lie on a circle known as parafocusing circle and is 

denoted by green dashed lines in the figure. The goniometer circle is indicated by the 

black dotted lines on which the detector moves. The goniometer circle has a fixed radius 

R but the radius of parafocusing circle varies from R/2 to 00. 
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Fig 2.3 The Bragg-Brentano Parafocusing Cireles ofaX-ray goniometer 

Owing to this geometrical arrangement, incident and diffracted X-rays (diffracted from 

any point ofthe sample surface by 28 ) will refocus exactly at the same point D. 

'1= cI»2 = 180 -29 

In this figure a curved sample holder is shown but in practice fiat sample holder is used. 

That's why diffracted beams do not focus perfectly and create asymmetric broadening 

towards the low 29 angles in the diffraction pattern. 
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2.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

In a Scanning electron microscope (SEM) a highly focused electron beam is used to scan 

the sample surface. When the high-energy electron beam is incident on the sample, then 

different interactions take place, which gives different information about the sample 

such as morphology and chemical composition. These various electron-sample 

interactions are schematically shown in figure 2.4. 
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Fig 2.4 Types of the interaction of the electron beam with the specimen 

In SEM, an electron beam of energy 5 to 30 ke V is bombarded on the target sample [38]. 

This incidental electron beam participates in various types of scatterings with bound 

electrons and lattice. These scatterings are known as elastic and inelastic scattering of 

electrons which are shown in figure 2.4. In the inelastic scattering, incident electrons 

lose their energy after interacting with the atoms of material ' s surface. This energy loss 

is a function of the distance travelled by the electron and dependent on the property of 

the target material [38]. Inelastic scattering causes the production of secondary electrons. 

On the other hand, in the case of elastic scattering, electrons are deftected by the atomic 

nuclei and a very small amount of energy transfer takes place. The energy transfer is 

minimal because the mass of the nucleus is larger than the mass of the electron. 
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Therefore elastic scattering is a scattering in which incident electron is detlected by the 

attractive force (without significant energy loss) by passing close to the positively 

charged nucleus [38]. Due to the e1astic scattering, backscattered electrons are produced. 

In the present study, JEOL JSM-5500 scanning microscopy has been used in which EDS 

(Energy Dispersive Spectroscope from Oxford Instruments) apparatus was attached for 

the chemical analysis. 

2.3.1 Secondary electron emission mode 

Secondary electron mode is most commonly used in SEM. Secondary electrons have 

very low energy compared to back scattered electrons (few electron volts). The number 

of the secondary electrons produced per incident electron is defined by the secondary 

electron coefficient a [38]. These secondary electrons are detected and gives the high

resolution image of the sample surface. 

2.3.2 Backscattered electrons mode 

The number of the backscattered electrons reaching to the detector is directly 

proportional to the atomic number of the atom. This mode is helpful for obtaining high 

resolution compositional maps. 

2.3.3 Energy Dispersive X-ray analysis 

Energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDS) is used for chemical characterization. This 

technique identifies the elements present in the sample and also gives information about 

their relative abundance. For this analysis, high energy electrons are bombarded on the 

target sample. These incident electrons interact with the electron shell bound to the 

nucleus and eject them from the shell. Ejection of the electron create a ho le in the inner 

shell and to fill this vacancy an electron form the higher energy shell jump into the lower 

energy shell by emitting the energy equal to the energy difference between these two 

energy levels. This energy is emitted in the form of X-ray which is known as the 

characteristic X-ray. Energies of these X-rays are detected by the energy dispersive X

ray spectrometer. Each element has a unique set of energy levels, which means that 
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energy of the X-ray produced by the transition from higher to lower level will be 

different for different elements. 

2.4 Extended X-ray absorption fine structure Spectroscopy 

For the present study, EXAFS measurements have been done on HXMA (Hard X-ray 

Micro-Analysis) 061D-l beam line at Canadian Light Source (Saskatoon, Canada). Ali 

the experiments have been run on transmission mode. For the EXAFS data analysis 

winxas software has been used [39]. Extended X-ray absorption fine structure 

spectroscopy (EXAFS) is used to determine the bond Iength, coordination number and 

local atomic structure of a material. A schematic diagram of EXAFS is shown in figure 

2.5 [40]. 
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Fig.2.S Schematic diagram of EXAFS 
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As seen from the figure, in EXAFS set up, synchrotron Iight source produces a broad X

ray spectrum, a monochromator is used to select X-ray of a particular energy. X-ray 

beam of definite energy is then incident on the target sample. Sorne of the incidental X

rays are absorbed by the atom ofthe target material in which excitation or ejection of the 

core electron takes place [41] . This X-ray absorption is determined by comparing the 

intensity of the incident (10) and transmitted (It) beam. This process is repeated with X

ray of slightly different energy. A schematic of the X-ray absorption spectrum is shown 

in figure 2.6 [42] . 
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Fig.2.6 Schematic presentation ofX-ray absorption spectrum 

In this figure, x-axis is the energy of the incident X-ray photon and y-axis is the 

absorption of the X-ray by the sample. The sharp rise in the spectra is known as edge, 

the peaks and shoulders near the edge are known as X-ray absorption near edge structure 

(XANES) and graduaI oscillation above the edge is known as EXAFS. 

2.4.1 EXAFS Principle 

EXAFS is an interference phenomenon between the emitted and the backscattered photo 

electron wave. Its schematic illustration is shown in figure 2.7. The X-ray photon of 

energy E is incident on the sample and if this energy is greater than the binding energy 

of core electron (Eo) then the absorption of this photon generates a photo-electron of 

energy E-Eo [41]. This emitted photo-electron is backscattered by the neighbouring 

scattering atoms and interference phenomenon takes place between emitted and 

backscattered photoelectron waves. If this interference is constructive then the wave 

function increases and if destructive then the wave function decreases. 

According to the de Broglie relation; 

À=h/p . ... . . (2.1) 

Where h is the plank constant, À is the wavelength and p is the momentum of the photo

electron. 

Energy of the photoelectron is related to the inomentum by the kinetic energy equation: 

E = p2 / 2m ... ... (2.2) 

Combining equations (2.1) and (2.2), the wavelength of the photoelectron is: 
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À = h / (2mE)112 .... . (2.3) 

The energy of the ejected photoelectron is E-Eo. Therefore, the wavelength of the ejected 

photoelectron will be; 

À = h / [2m (E -Eo )]1 /2 ................ (2.4) 

When the photoelectron is backscattered from many scattering atoms then it is called 

multiple scattering and when it is scattered from only one atom then it is called single 

scattering. 
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In the case of a single scattering, D is defined as the distance between absorbing and 

scattering atom but in multiple scattering, the photoelectron goes back and forth from the 
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absorber to the scatter atoms so in that case D is defined as half of the total distance 

travelled by the photoelectron [41]. 

As seen from the fig.2.7, constructive and destructive interference phenomenon causes 

the oscillation in EXAFS. Amplitude of these oscillations is proportional to the number 

of scattering atoms which gives information of coordination number. 

EXAFS region is related to only oscillatory part of the X-ray absorption spectrum 

therefore, background is subtracted from the spectrum and this yield is symbolized by 

the oscillatory factor X(E) [41]. It is generally convenient to understand EXAFS in terms 

of photo-electron wavenumber (k) (liA unit), rather than X-ray energy. Therefore, X(E) 

is converted into the X(k), then Fourier's transformation gives us R-space fitting. R-space 

fitting helps us to know the radial distance or the bond length between two atoms. 

2.5 Sievert's type apparatus for hydrogen measurements 

Sievert's is a common technique which is used to measure the hydrogen uptake from the 

gas phase to the solid host [43]. For the present study ofhydrogen storage, a home-made 

volumetrie Sievert's type apparatus has been used. This apparatus is designed with 

several operational modes like absorption-desorption kinetics, pressure composition 

isotherms and kinetic ramp desorption. A picture of the machine is shown in figure 2.8. 

Fig.2.S Homemade Sievert's type apparatus 
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In this apparatus there is a calibrated reference chamber and a sample holder where the 

sample is kept. The whole apparatus is designed with pressure gauges, connecting tubes 

and pipe lines. The absorbed amount of the gas is calculated by the pressure changes 

during absorption or desorption. The amount of the gas molecule in given volume can be 

calculated by using the virial expansion of the real gas law: 

111 
PV IRT = 1 + B(T) v + ceT) v2 + D(T) v3 + ...... (2.5) 

Where P is the gas pressure, V is molar volume and R is the gas constant. 

B(T), ceT) and D(T) are the temperature dependent second, third and fourth virial 

coefficients. Equation (2.5) can be simplified by considering only second order 

coefficient, 

Therefore, 

PV = R.T + B.P ......... (2.6) 

Since, V = Vin 

V= n (R.T + B.P)/P ..... (2.7) 

The number of moles of hydrogen absorbed or desorbed by the alloy is then, 

n = 2.&. VI RT ....... (2.8) 

The factor 2 is because of the dihydrogen. Here, V is the total volume of the tube and 

sample holder which is constant. 

2.6 Neutron Diffraction 

In the present study, neutron diffraction has been performed at Delft University of 

Technology, Netherlands. For the neutron data refinement, the GSAS II software was 

used [44]. 

X-ray diffraction is commonly used to study the crystal structure of alloys, but this 

technique has sorne limitation. Specifically, for metal hydrides, X-ray cannot locate the 
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hydrogen atom in metal lattice. This is because X-ray interacts with the electron clouds 

of the atom and as hydrogen is a one electron atom its diffracting power is negligible 

compared to the other atoms in the alloy or hydride. Neutron powder diffraction is 

essentially the only technique that could locate the hydrogen atom in the lattice [45] . 

Therefore, for the better understanding of our alloys, neutron powder diffraction has 

been used. 

Fundamentally, XRD and neutron diffraction both follows the Bragg's law which is: 

2dhkJ sine = nÀ. 

(where À. is the wave length of the radiation, d is the interplanar spacing of hkl planes 

and e is the Bragg's angle.) 

Neutron scattering is a quantum mechanics phenomenon which takes place due to the 

interaction between the incident neutron and the nucleus of the atom. 

Neutrons interact with the nucleus via the short-range nuclear forces . This interaction is 

characterized by a scattering length (b). It can be seen from the figure 2.9 that most of 

the elements and their isotopes have positive b but sorne of them have negative b. If the 

scattering length is positive, it means neutrons are subjected to repulsive potential and if 

negative it means neutrons are subjected to an attractive potential. 
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Fig.2.9 Different scattering length as a function of atomic weight 

A schematic diagram of a constant wavelength diffractometer is shown in figure 2.10 

[45]. For the neutron diffraction experiment, a constant wavelength diffractometer is 

attached to a neutron source. In the neutron source, due to the thermal fission, U235 split 

into the two dissimilar mass and produces neutrons. Produced neutrons are thermalized 

by the moderators. These thermal neutrons of energy 0.04 eV enter into the flight tube 

where they are collimated and then strike a single crystal monochromator. After 

diffraction from the monochromator, ail of these neutrons enter into another flight tube 

and other collimators. Collimated neutrons are then diffracted by the sample. A neutron 

detector and beam stop are other parts of the diffractometer. Bearn stop ensure that no 

direct neutron beam is entering into the detector. Signal appears in the detector only 

when the Bragg's condition is satisfied. 
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Fig.2.10 A schematic diagram of the constant wave length diffractometer 

A schematic presentation of neutron diffraction pattern is shown in figure 2.11. The 

recorded neutron diffraction pattern is analyzed by the Rietveld refinement which is 

based on least-square algorithm [45]. By the Rietveld refinement of neutron pattern, 

crystal parameters (crystallite size, lattice parameter, microstrain), thermal parameters 

and atomic parameters (position and site occupancy of atoms) can be determined. 

120 130 140 150 
Scallering Angle. 29 (degrees) 

Fig.2.11 . A schematic presentation of neutron diffraction pattern 
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Chapter 3 

Structural, microstructural and hydrogenation characteristics of Ti-V

Cr alloy added with Zr-Ni 

3.1 Introduction 

Similarly to most metal hydrides, the first hydrogenation of bcc alloys is difficult.The 

main reason is the presence of oxide at the surface. Usually the way to improve the first 

hydrogenation and break the surface oxide is to expose the alloy to high temperature and 

hydrogen pressure. But this solution is tirne consuming and impractical for many 

applications. In order to improve the first hydrogenation kinetics of bcc alloys, Miragila 

et al. added Zr7Nito to Ti-V -Cr alloy [23]. They found that addition of Zr7Nito resulted in 

a microstructure with a Zr and Ni-rich secondary phase that made the activation possible 

without prior heat treatment[23] . In this chapter, we report the effect of the addition of 

7Zr+ 1 ONi on crystal structure, microstructure and hydrogenation kinetics of Tix V 70-xCr30 

(x = lOto 50) alloy. Besides this, effect of TiN proportion was also investigated, and the 

results are shown in this chapter. 

In this work, a different alloy synthesis method than the one used by Miraglia et al. [23] 

is used. Miraglia et al. synthesized the bcc and Zr7Nito alloy separately and afterward, 

the desired proportion of these alloys was mixed and remelted [23]. Therefore, they 

performed three different melting for each alloy. In the present work, ail the raw 

elements were mixed in the desired proportions and melted together. Thus, only one melt 

was done for each alloy. To distinguish our method to the one used by Miraglia et al. the 

additive name is written as 7Zr+ 1 ONi. 

3.2 Results and discussion 

In this section, detailed analysis of SEM, XRD and crystal structure of Tix V 70-xCr30 (x = 

10, 20,30,40,50) alloy added with 4 wt.% of7Zr+l0Ni are reported. Scanning electron 

microscopy showed that ail alloys were multiphase. X-ray powder diffraction confirmed 
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the body-centred cubic (bcc) phase as the main phase for the as-cast alloys. Upon 

hydrogenation, the bcc phase transformed into a face-centred cubic (fcc) phase. For x = 

20, 30 and 40 a body-centred tetragonal (bct) phase was found along with fcc phase. 

Hydrogenation kinetics revealed that absorption kinetics improves with increasing Ti 

proportion. A detailed presentation ofthese results is shown below. 

3.2.1 Morphology 

Microstructure of alloys x= 10 and 20 are shown in fig.3.1. It can be seen that four 

phases are present in these alloys: a matrix and three phases with different shades of grey 

thereafter called, bright, grayish and black. 

Fig 3.1 Backscattered electron micrograph and elemental probe analysis of Ti"V 70-"Cr30 (x = 1 0, 
20) 
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Elemental composition of observed phases has been studied by EDS. Table 3.1 shows 

the elemental analysis of alloy x = 10. It is clear from the table that matrix phase 

composition is similar to the bulk nominal value. The bright phase has 60 % of Zr. 

Nickel concentration is higher in the grayish phase and the black phase is essentially 

titanium. 

Elements Bulk nominal Matrix Bright Grayish Black 
value phase phase phase 

Ti 9.7 7.9 7.6 32.2 92.8 

V 58.2 60.1 19.2 9.3 5.4 

Cr 29.3 29.1 8.1 2.9 0.9 

Zr 1.1 1.1 62.9 15.4 0.8 

Ni 1.6 1.6 2.2 40.2 --

Table 3.1 Nominal and measured atomic percentage of the as-cast sample Ti lOV60 Cr30. Error on 

the measured values is ±0.5 at.%. 

Table 3.2 is showing the elemental analysis of alloy x= 20. The general features of the 

different phases are similar to the previous case, but the chemical composition slightly 

differs for the same phase in the two alloys. Clearly both the alloys, x = 10 and 20 have a 

discrepancy in the chemical composition ofbright and grayish phases. 

Elements Bulk nominal Matrix Bright Grayish Black 
value phase phase phase 

Ti 19.4 18.7 8.8 29.6 93.1 

V 48.6 48.3 3.9 13.4 5.2 

Cr 29.2 30.1 2.1 7.8 0.8 

Zr 1.1 1.1 85.2 36.4 0.9 

Ni 1.6 1.8 -- 12.8 --

Table 3.2 Nominal and measured atomic percentage of the as-cast sample Ti20 V 50 Cr30. Error on 

the measured values is ±0.5 at.%. 
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Figure 3.2 is showing the backscattered electron micrographs of alloys x = 30, 40 and 

50. Each of these alloys has three phases: matrix phase, bright and black phase. The 

grayish phase observed in the alloys x= 10 and 20 is not present in the se compositions. 

Fig 3.2 Backscattered electron micrograph and elemental probe analysis of Tix V 70_xCr30 (x = 30, 
40 and 50) 

In order to see the elemental composition of the phases, EDS analysis was done. The 

results for the alloys x = 30, 40 and 50 are shown in tables 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. 

Table 3.3 is showing the EDS analysis for x = 30 alloy. The matrix phase has a 

composition similar to the bulk nominal value and the black phase is essentially titanium 

precipitates. In the bright phase, titanium has the highest concentration and all other 

elements have similar concentrations. 
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Elements Bulk nominal Matrix Bright phase Black phase 
value 

Ti 29.2 28.2 37.1 92.1 

V 38.8 38.3 14.8 5.1 

Cr 29.2 31.1 15.8 0.6 

Zr 1.1 1.3 15.2 2.2 

Ni 1.6 1.1 17.1 --

Table 3.3 Nominal and measured atomic percentage of the as-cast sample Ti30 V 40 Cr30. Error on 

the measured values is ±0.5 at.%. 

Table 3.4 is presenting the chemical analysis of x = 40 alloy. The situation is similar to 

the previous case except that in the bright phase chromium has a slightly higher 

concentration and vanadium a lower concentration compared to x = 30 alloy. 

Elements Bulk nominal Matrix Bright phase Black phase 
value 

Ti 38.8 40.1 39.4 91.6 

V 29.2 29.5 11.8 4.8 

Cr 29.2 27.3 20.4 1.4 

Zr 1.1 1.3 13.1 2.2 

Ni 1.6 1.7 15.3 --

Table 3.4 Nominal and measured atomic percentage of the as-cast sample Ti40V30 Cr30. Error on 

the measured values is ±0.5 at.%. 

EDS analysis of alloy x = 50 is reported in table 3.5. Like the above cases, the matrix 

phase has a composition close to the nominal one and the black phase is titanium 

precipitate. The composition of the bright phase is found different than in the previous 

cases. Here, titanium is found as the most abundant element, but the concentration of 

vanadium is found lower. The other three elements have shown similar concentrations. 
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Elements Bulk nominal Matrix Bright phase Black phase 
value 

Ti 48.6 49.3 46.1 78.2 

V 19.4 19.2 7.2 8.1 

Cr 29.2 28.5 17.4 10.3 

Zr 1.1 1.3 14.4 3.4 

Ni 1.6 1.7 14.6 --

Table 3.5 Nominal and measured atomic percentage of the as-cast sample TisoV20 Cr30. Error on 

the measured values is ±0.5 at.%. 

On the basis of SEM figure and EDS analysis it is c1ear that varying elemental 

concentration affects the microstructure and phase chemical composition of the alloy. 

Phase abundance of each phase of each alloy is reported in table 3.6. 1t shows that, for 

ail alloys, the matrix phase is by far the most abundant and constitutes the bulk of the 

alloys. The next most abundant phase is the black precipitates with abundances from 6 to 

15 %. The bright and grayish phases are only marginally present. 

Alloy Matrix Bright phase Grayish Black Phase 

(%) (%) Phase (%) 
(%) 

Ti lOV60Cr30 83(2) 0.4(2) 0.8(5) 15(1) 

Ti20 V SOCr30 85(2) 0.2(2) 2.4(5) 13(1) 

T30V40Cr30 84(2) 6(1) 9(1) 

Ti40 V 30Cr30 81(2) 7(1) 12(1) 

Ti so V 20Cr30 88(2) 4(1) 6(1) 

Table.3.6 Percentage of the observed phases for the alloy TixV70-xCr30 (x = 10 to 50), added with 

7Zr+ 1 ONi, as calculated by Image j. Number in parentheses is the uncertainty on the last 

significant digit. 
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A better representation of matrix and bright phases for each al!oy can be seen in figure 

3.3 (a) and (b) respectively. 
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Fig 3.3 Chemical analysis of the elements in Matrix (a) and Bright phase (b) with varying Ti 

concentration x. 

Fig.3.3 (a) shows that in the matrix phase proportion of Ti and V changes towards the 

higher x value while Cr, Zr and Ni are almost constant for al! the x values ( x= lOto 50). 

This fol!ows the nominal compositions. 

From fig 3.3 (b), it is c1early visible that in the bright phase there is a drastic variation in 

the elemental composition from x = lOto 30 but after that it seems to stabilize for x = 40 

and 50. 

3.2.2 Crystal Structure 

SEM and EDS determined the morphology and phase composition of Tix V 70-xCr30 ( X = 

lOto 50) alloy. In order to study the crystal structure of as cast and hydrided alloys, X

ray diffraction was performed. Fig. 3.4(a) and (b) shows the powder diffraction patterns 

of as cast and hydrided alloys respectively. lt is clear from the fig 3.4(a) that al! the as 

cast alloys have body centred cubic (bcc) structure. In the diffraction pattern of x = 30 

and 40, smal! peaks belonging to another phase are seen. They most Iikely belong to the 
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black phase (Ti-rich phase) which was the second most abundant phase seen in the 

microstructure of these alloys. Table 3.6 shows that alloys 10 and 20, have higher 

abundance of black phase compared to the alloy x= 30 and 40. In spite ofthat, Ti phase 

was not observed in the X-ray pattern of these alloys. This could be due to the small 

crystallite size of Ti-phase in alloy x = 10 and 20. 
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Fig.3.4 XRD pattern of the TixV7o.xCr3o (x = 10,20,30,40,50) alloys with additive in (a) as cast 

and (b) hydrided state. 

This minor phase has limited number of peaks, but their positions match the positions of 

pure titanium (S.G P63/mmc) which is consistent with the fact that the black phase is 

essentially titanium precipitates. This phase is not further discussed in this chapter. 

To calculate the lattice parameter and crystallite size of the alloys, Rietveld refinement 

was performed. For as-cast alloys, lattice parameter and crystallite size are reported in 

table 3.7 
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Alloy Lattice parameter Crystallite Size MicrostraiD (%) 

(A) 
(Dm) 

TilOV60Cr30 3.000(2) 18(1) 0.43(9) 

ThoVsOCr30 3.023(1) 15.5(3) 0.62(4) 

T30V40Cr30 3.0376(7) 13.0(5) 0.19(1) 

Ti40 V 30Cr30 3.069(1) 14.4(8) 0.47(9) 

Tiso V 20Cr30 3.102(1) 15.6(6) 0.43(6) 

Table.3.7 Crystal parameters of the Tix V 70-xCr30 (x= lOto 50) alloys in as-cast state. The 

number in parentheses is the uncertainty on the last significant digit. 

This table shows that lattice parameter is increasing for higher x values, but crystallite 

size is roughly constant. Metallic radius of Ti is bigger than V and Cr, thereby lattice 

parameters are increasing towards higher x values. In order to see the relationship 

between lattice parameter, atomic radius and the x values, figure 3.5 present the average 

atomic radius and lattice parameters as a function ofx. 
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Fig.3.5 Plot oflattice parameters and average atomic radius as a function of Ti concentration (x). 

The straight line is a linear fit of the experimental points. 

Figure 3.5 clearly shows that the lattice parameters are proportional to the average 

atomic radius which is expected for a bcc solid solution structure. 

3.2.3 First Hydrogenation 

First hydrogenation kinetics of as-cast alloys are shown in figure 3.6. It is clear from this 

figure that absorption capacity of the alloys is increasing and absorption kinetics getting 

faster with increasing x values. Among ail the samples, x = 50, has shown the maximum 

absorption capacity of 3.6 wt.%. However, a small incubation time is observed for this 

alloy. 
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Fig.3.6 Activation curve of the Tix V 70-xCr30 (x = 10, 20, 30, 40, 50) alloys with additive, under 2 
MPa of hydrogen at 22 oC. 

Effect of the TiN ratio (x value) on lattice parameter and absorption capacity of the 

alloys can be seen from figure 3.7. This figure indicates that lattice parameter and 

absorption capacity both increases with rising Ti content. 
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Fig.3.7 Ti-content versus lartice parameter and absorption capacity of TixV70-xCr3o (x = 10 to 50) 
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The crystal structure of ail ofthese hydrided samples were investigated by X-ray powder 

diffraction. The XRD patterns can be seen in figure 3.4(b). Phase abundance and crystal 

structure parameters of ail the hydrided alloys were evaluated from Rietveld's refinement 

and are reported in Table 3.8. 

Alloy Phase Phase fraction Lattice Crystallite Microstrain 
(%) parameter (A) size (nm) (%) 

Ti 1 0 V 60Cr30 bcc 28(3) 2.9978(8) 12.9(5) 

bct 72(3) 3.0016(8) 11.8(3) 

3.258(1) 

ThoV50Cr3o fcc 61(2) 4.3346(8) 18.0(1) 0.15(1) 

bct 39(2) 3.149(1) 7.2(3) 

3.092(2) 

Tho V 40Cr30 fcc 79(2) 4.281(1) 24(2) 0.19(1) 

bct 21(2) 3.2701(1) 12.7(1) 

3.040(2) 

Ti40 V 30Cr30 fcc 91(2) 4.3008(8) 17.0(8) 0.222(7) 

bct 9.0(8) 3.316(1) 19(2) 

3.071(2) 

Ti50V2oCr3o fcc 100.0 4.3346(8) 12.0(5) 0.312(8) 

Table.3.8 Crystal parameters of the Tix V 70-xCr30 ( x= lOto 50) alloys in hydrided state. The 

number in parentheses is the uncertainty on the last significant digit. 

It is clear from the table that, with increasing x, bct phase of the hydride alloys is 

decreasing and fcc phase is increasing. For x = 10, there is only bct and bcc phase. This 

agrees with the incomplete activation curve seen in the figure 3.6. Presence of bct and 

bcc phase m~ans that part of the alloy formed monohydride phase after interacting with 

hydrogen but part of the sample was still unhydrided. It was reported by Nakamura & 

Akiba that monohydride of bcc alloy has bct structure [46]. Alloy x = 20, 30 and 40, aIl 
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showed the presence of a dihydride (fcc) phase along with bct phase. This indicates that 

these alloys were not fully hydrided. The alloy x= 50 was single fcc phase which 

indicates that this alloy was fully hydrided. It can be seen from figure 3.6, that this alloy 

had the maximum absorption capacity. 

Using the XRD patterns of hydrided samples, expected absorption capacity of each 

sample could be calculated and compared with the measured one. This calculation has 

been made on the basis of phase abundance which was determined by Rietveld's 

refinement. Using the theoretically hydrogen capacity of each phase (bcc = 0 wt.%, bct = 

2 wt.%, fcc = 4 wt.%), absorption capacity of each alloy was calculated. These results 

are reported in table. 3.9. It is to be noticed that secondary phase of the alloys that were 

seen in micrographs was not noticeable in the X-ray patterns. This could be due to the 

relatively small proportion of these phases and also to the sm ail crystallite size. Small 

crystallite size makes the peaks very broad and almost undistinguishable from the 

background. To identify the crystal structure of secondary phase, neutron diffraction 

patterns have been taken. This will be discussed in chapter 5. Because the secondary 

phases were not apparent in the diffraction patterns, it means that only the hydride 

coming from the bcc phase seen in the as-cast patterns contribute to the diffraction 

patterns. Thus, the calculated capacity must be adjusted to the fact that the secondary 

phase did not contribute to the X-ray patterns. It was demonstrated that the bcc phase 

corresponds to the matrix phase seen in the micrographs. Therefore, the total calculated 

capacity was multiplied by the abundance of the matrix (bcc) phase as reported in Table 

3.6 to give the normalized hydrogen capacity. 

Thus the normalized absorption capacities are compared with the measured absorption 

capacity and reported in table 3.9. 
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Alloy Phase Phase Phase Total calculated Normalized Measured 
abundance capacity capacity from capacity capacity 

(x) (wt%) (wt.%) X-ray pattern (wt.%) (wt. %) 

10 bcc 28(3) 0.0 

bct 72(3) 1.4 1.4( 1) 1.2( 1) 1.0 

20 fcc 61(2) 2.4 

bct 39(2) 0.8 3.2(1) 2.7(1) 3.0 

30 fcc 79(2) 3.2 

bct 21(2) 0.4 3.6(1) 3.0(1) 3.2 

40 fcc 91(2) 3.6 

bct 9.0(8) 0.2 3.8(1) 3.1(2) 3.4 

50 fcc 100.0 4.0 4.0 3.5(1) 3.6 

Table.3.9 Ca\culated and experimentally obtained storage capacity of each alloy. The number in 

parentheses is the uncertainty on the last significant digit. 

It can be seen from the table that only for x = 10, the measured capacity is lower than the 

calculated one. However, the difference between these numbers is very small or 

negligible considering the uncertainties. For ail other alloys, the measured capacity is 

slightly higher than the calculated one. This missing capacity could be due to the 

secondary phase, because in our theoretical calculation we did not consider secondary 

phase as a hydrogen absorbing phase. 

3.2.4 Pressure composition temperature (peT) 

To see the effect of Ti-proportion on thermodynamics of Ti-V -Cr alloy, PCT 

measurements have been done on x = 40 and 50 alloy at 150 oC. The results are reported 

in figure 3.8. Before the PCT measurement samples were hydrogenated at room 

temperature under 20 bars of hydrogen pressure and then heated to 150 oC. To prevent 

the alloys from the dehydrogenation during heating, a hydrogen pressure of 20 bar was 

maintained. 
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Fig.3.8 Desorption PCT curves of Ti,S 7o-xCr3o (x= 40,50) alloy added with 4 wt.% of7Zr+ lONi 
at 150°C. 

It can be seen from the figure that, wh en x increases from 40 to 50, desorption capacity 

increases from 1.3 wt. % to 1.5 wt. %. We also see a drastic change in the shape of the 

isotherms. For x = 50 the isotherm is almost flat white for x = 40, it is highly sloped. 

3.3 Conclusions 

The microstructure, crystal structure and first hydrogenation kinetics of Tix V 70-xCr30 (x= 

lOto 50) to which 4 wt. % of 7Zr+ 1 ONi was added have been reported in this chapter. 

The main findings ofthis work are as follows: 

The microstructure of Tix V 70-xCr30 (x= lOto 50) alloys revealed the presence of a main 

bcc phase (matrix) along with the secondary phases. Ti-preeipitate (black phase) was 

seen in aIl alloys. A bright phase with changing composition was found in aIl alloys. X

ray patterns identified the main phase in as-cast alloys as being bec. For alloys x = 30 

and 40, a minor Ti-phase was also seen along with bec phase. After hydrogenation, alloy 

x= 10, has shown a bet phase along with residual bcc phase. For alloys x = 20 to 40, two 

hydride phases were present: a bct monohydride phase and a dihydride fce phase. 

Presence of monohydride phase confirmed that these alloys were not fully hydrided. On 
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the other hand, for alloy x = 50, a single fcc phase was found which confirmed that this 

alloy was fully hydrided. Hydrogenation curves revealed the slow absorption kinetics of 

alloys x = 10 and 20, compared to alloys x = 30, 40 and 50. Absorption capacity of the 

alloys was found increasing with rising Ti- proportion. 

This study highlights that varying elemental composition affects the microstructure, 

hydrogenation kinetics and thermodynamic of the alloy. Increasing Ti-content improve 

the absorption capacity for Ti-V -Cr alloy. 
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Chapter 4 

Investigation of the microstructure, crystal structure and 

hydrogenation kinetics of Ti-V-Cr alloy with Zr addition 

4.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, it was seen that addition of4 wt.% of7Zr+l0Ni to TixV7o.xCr3o 

(x = lOto 50) alloys improved the activation kinetics[ 47]. The microstructure of these 

alloys revealed Zr and Ni-rich secondary phases. This motivated us to use Zr, as an 

additive for the same compositions and compare it with (7Zr+ 1 ONi). This study helps to 

understand the role of additive in Tix V 70-xCr30 (x = 1 ° to 50) alloy. In this chapter, 

microstructure, crystal structure and hydrogenation kinetics of TixV7o-xCr3o (x = 10 to 

50) alloy added with 4 wt.% of Zr is reported. 

4.2 ResuIts and Discussion 

Scanning electron microscopy revealed that, ail of these alloy were multiphase but with 

different microstructure and phase composition. From X-ray diffraction, bcc structure of 

ail as-cast alloys was confirmed. For alloy x= 30 and 40, Ti and Ti-Zr high pressure-high 

temperature phases were observed along with the bcc phase. Upon hydrogenation, bcc 

phase transformed to a body centred tetragonal and a face centred cubic phase. Only 

alloy x=40, has shown a complete hydrogenation. A linear relationship between the 

volume of hydrogen in fcc phase and bcc lattice parameters has been observed. This 

study also emphasis that 7Zr + 10Ni is better additive than Zr for Tix V 70-xCr30 (x = 10, 

20, 30, 40, 50) alloy. Ail ofthese results are reported in detail below. 

4.2.1 Morphology 

Figure 4.1 shows the backscattered electron micrographs of the as-cast alloy TixV7o-xCr3o 

(x = 10, 20, 30, 40, 50), added with 4 wt.% of Zr. It is clear from the figure that these 

alloys have different microstructures. 
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Fig.4.1: Backscatlered electrons micrograph of the aIIoys Ti" V 70."Cr30 (x = 1 0, 20, 30, 40, 50), 

added with 4 wt.% of Zr. 

These alloys are made up of three phases: a matrix, a bright phase and a black phase. 

Relative abundance of these phases was found to be different for each composition. For 

alloys x = 10 and 20 the microstructure is homogeneous but for the other alloys, it is 

clearly inhomogeneous with regions having more secondary phase than others. The 

reason for this behaviour is most probably cooling rate. This inhomogeneity makes the 

estimation of relative amount of each phase more difficult. Using ImageJ, the relative 

amount of each phase was estimated and is reported in Table 4.1 
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Alloy Matrix(%) Bright phase (%) Black phase (%) 

TilOV60Cr30 91.4 8.3 --
Ti20 V SOCr30 92.1 7.8 --
T30V40Cr30 86.2/77.5 9.05/7.5 15.2/5.4 

Ti40 V 30Cr30 89.7/85.4 13.2/7.1 2.8/1.1 

Tiso V 20Cr30 86.9/84.7 11.7/6.6 5.9/3.3 

Table 4.1 : Percentage of the observed phases for the alloy TixV7o-xCr30 (x= 10 to 50) added with 

4 wt.% of Zr, as determined by imagej. Error on the measured values is ±0.5 at.%. For 

inhomogeneous phases, the higher/lower values are indicated. 

It can be seen from table 1 that the matrix phase is the most abundant phase for ail 

alloys. Relative amount of black phase is found higher for x =30 than alloy x = 40 and 

50.In order to see each phase c1early, high magnification micrographs are presented in 

figure 4.2. 

Fig.4.2: Higher magnification backscattered electrons micrograph of the alloys TixV70_xCr30(x = 
10,20,30,40, 50), added with 4 wt.% of Zr. 

To measure the elemental composition of these phases, EDS analysis has been 

performed. The results for the alloy TilOV60Cr30 added with 4 wt.% of Zr are reported in 

Table 4.2. It can be seen c1early from the table that the matrix composition is similar to 
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the bulk nominal value and the bright phase is rich in zirconium. The black phase is 

mainly titanium with sorne zirconium. 

Elements Bulk Matrix Bright phase Black phase 
nominal 

value 
Ti 9.9 8.9 27.2 79.1 

V 58.5 60.1 11.1 4.1 

Cr 29.2 29.6 5.2 2.5 

Zr 2.2 1.4 56.4 14.2 

Table 4.2: Nominal and measured atomic percentage of the as-cast samples TilOV60Cr30 added 

with4 wt.% of Zr. Error on measured value is ±0.5 at.%. 

Table 4.3 is showing the chemical analysis of alloy x= 20, where again it is seen that 

matrix composition of the alloy is similar to the bulk nominal value and black phase has 

a very similar composition to the black phase of the previous alloy. Bright phase of this 

alloy is Ti-Zr ri ch but the composition is very different than the bright phase for x = 10. 

Elements Bulk Matrix Bright phase Black phase 
nominal 

value 
Ti 19.6 19.1 44.3 78.3 

V 48.9 50.1 8.2 5.3 

Cr 29.3 29.4 6.1 1.4 

Zr 2.1 1.5 41.4 14.9 

Table 4.3: Nominal and measured atomic percentage of the as-cast sampi es Ti2oVsoCr30 added 

with4 wt.% of Zr. Error on measured value is ±0.5 at.%. 

The chemical composition of the different phases of the alloy x = 30 as measured by 

EDS is reported in Table 4.4. Here again, matrix composition and bulk nominal value of 
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the alloy are similar. Black phase is seen as Ti- precipitate and the bright phase shows 

high abundance of Ti and Zr with a small percentage of V and Cr. 

Elements Bulk nominal Matrix Bright phase Black phase 
value 

Ti 29.3 28.2 49.7 84.9 

V 39.1 40.3 11.9 5.7 

Cr 29.3 29.9 8.9 2.1 

Zr 2.2 1.6 29.5 17.3 

Table 4.4: Nominal and measured atomic percentage of the as-cast samples Ti 30V40Cr30 added 

with4 wt.% of Zr. Error on measured value is ±0.5 at.%. 

Table 4.5, shows the EDS measurements for alloy x= 40. It indicates that matrix is 

similar to the bulk nominal value with a small percentage of Zr. Black phase is Ti-rich. 

Bright phase is 62% Ti and 23 % Zr, other elements like V and Cr are less than 10% 

each. 

Elements Bulk Matrix Bright phase Black phase 
nominal 

value 
Ti 38.5 38.7 62.2 84.4 

V 29.6 30.2 8.1 2.8 

Cr 29.6 29.8 6.2 0.9 

Zr 2.1 1.3 23.5 11.9 

Table 4.5: Nominal and measured atomic percentage of the as-cast samples Ti40 V 30 Cr30 added 

with4 wt.% of Zr. Error on measured value is ±0.5 at.%. 

Elemental analysis for x = 50 is reported in Table 4.6. Matrix composition is seen to be 

similar to the nominal value, black phase is Ti-rich and the bright phase is enriched with 

Ti and Zr. 
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Elements Bulk Matrix Bright phase Black phase 
nominal 

value 
Ti 48.9 48.4 64.4 88.1 

V 19.6 19.2 4.1 2.4 

Cr 29.4 30.1 5.6 2.1 

Zr 2.1 2.3 24.4 7.5 

Table 4.6: Nominal and measured atomic percentage of the as-cast samples TisoV2o Cr3o added 

with4 wt.% of Zr. Error on measured value is ±0.5 at.%. 

It is c\ear from the EDS analysis that ail of these alloys have different matrix and bright 

phase composition which is illustrated more c\early in Figure 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) 

respectively. 
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FigA.3. Chemical analysis of the elements in Matrix (a) and Bright phase (b) with varying Ti 

concentration x. 

As seen from fig.4.3(a), for the matrix, Ti and V are varying with x, while Cr and Zr are 

constant for ail x values. On the other hand, for the bright phase (fig. 4.3(b)), Ti and Zr 

proportions change with x while V and Cr proportions show very small variation. 
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4.2.2 Crystal Structure 

X-ray diffraction patterns ofTixV7o-xCr3o alloy in as-cast state are shown in figure 4.4(a). 

As seen from the figure, ail as-cast alloys have body centred cubic (bcc) phase. 

However, alloy x = 30 and 40 have shown two additional minor phases along with the 

bcc phase which are titanium and high-temperature-high-pressure(HT HP) Ti-Zr phase. 

Comparing these results with the SEM and EDS analysis, it is found that Ti (S .G. 

P63/mmc) and HT HP Ti-Zr phase (S.G. P6/mmm) corresponds to the black and bright 

phase seen in the backscattered images. 
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Fig.4.4 XRD pattern afTixV70_xCr30 (x = 10 ta 50) alloys added with 4 wt.% of Zr in (a)as-cast 
and (b) hydride state. 

Lattice parameters, phase abundances and crystallite sizes for each alloy were 

determined by Rietveld's refinement and are reported in table 4.7. For ail patterns, the 

microstrain parameter was found to be zero within experimental error. This table shows 

clearly that bcc crystallite size is constant form x = lOto 50 while lattice parameters are 
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increasing from 3.0032(4) A to 3.1142(4) A. In order to understand the relation between 

lattice parameter of bcc phase and Ti-content, average atomic radius of each alloy is 

calculated and a graph is presented where lattice parameter and average atomic radius 

are plotted as a function ofx. 

Alloy Phase Phase Lattice Parameter Crystallite size 
Abundance (%) (A) (nm) 

x = 10 bcc 100 3.0032(4) 17.1(7) 

x=20 bcc 100 3.0170(6) 18.0(8) 

x=30 bec 88.7(6) 3.0460(5) 15.3(5) 

Ti 1.6(2) 2.981(1) 32.1(6) 

4.800(4) 

Ti-Zr HP 9.7(5) 4.783(3) 8.2(7) 
HT 

3.034(3) 

x=40 bec 92.4(5) 3.0795(4) 17.7(5) 

Ti 2.4(3) 2.986(3) 7.6(1) 

4.83(1) 

Ti-Zr HP 5.1(4) 4.769(3) 9.5(1) 
HT 3.030(4) 

x=50 bec 100 3.1142(4) 15.0(4) 

Table 4.7: Crystal parameters of TixV7o_xCr3o (x = 10 to 50) alloy added with 4 wt.% of Zr. 
Number in the parenthesis is the error on the last significant digit. 

Figure 4.5 shows a linear relationship between the lattice parameter of the bcc phase and 

Ti content. Direct relationship between the average atomic radius and the lattice 

parameter is also clear from this figure. 
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Fig.4.5: Lattiee parameters and average atomic radius of bec phase as a function of Ti-content 

(x). 

4.2.3 First Hydrogenation 

After studying the microstructure and crystal structure ofTixV7o-xCr3o (x= 10,20,30,40, 

50) alloys, hydrogen measurements were performed. Figure 4.6, shows the tirst 

hydrogenation (activation) curves of the TixV70-xCr30 (x= 10, 20, 30, 40, 50) alloys. 

These measurements were done at room temperature under 20 bar pressure. It has to be 

mentioned that these measurements were done without any prior heat treatment of these 

alloys. As seen from the curves, absorption capacity increases with increasing x values. 

Alloy x = 50, has shown the maximum absorption capacity of 3.7 wt.%. Initially, this 

alloy has shown a long incubation time. Afterward, it took 350 min to absorb 3.7 wt.%. 
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Fig.4.6. Activation curve of the TixV7o.xCr3o (x = 10,20,30,40,50) alloys added with 4 wt.% of 
Zr, under 20 bars ofhydrogen at 22 0 C 

Crystal structure of these hydrided alloys has been studied by X-ray diffraction. 

Diffraction patterns are shown in figure 4.4(b). It can be seen that except for the alloy x 

= 40, ail the hydrided alloys have more th an one phases. These phases correspond to bcc 

(S.G. 1m-3m), body centred tetragonal (bct, S.G. 14/mmm), and face centred cubic (fcc, 

S.G. Fm-3m). Lattice parameters and phase analysis of ail hydrided alloys were 

evaluated by Rietveld's refinement and are presented in table 4.8. As for the as-cast case, 

for ail patterns the microstrain parameter was found to be zero within the experimental 

error. 
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Alloy Phase Phase Lattice Unit cell Crystallite 
Abundance Parameter volume size (nm) 

(%) (A) (A3
) 

10 bcc 37(3) 3.0031(8) 27.08(2) 12.0(5) 

3.0140(1) 29.18(3) 7.5(3) 
bct 63(3) 3.2126(2) 

20 bcc 26 (2) 3.0233(8) 27.63 10.6(5) 

bct 36 (2) 3.0971(1) 30.46(4) 18(3) 
3.175(2) 

fcc 37 (1) 4.2712(1) 77.90(8) 19(3) 

30 bcc 18 (1) 3.1379( 1) 30.90(4) 7.6 (5) 

bct 15(1) 3.155(5) 34.40(14) 5.9(6) 
3.455(8) 

fcc 67 (2) 4.2821(9) 78.52(5) 19 (1) 

40 fcc 100 4.3067(8) 79.88(5) 13.3 (5) 

50 bct 6.8(5) 3.301(2) 36.62(7) 12(1) 
3.361(4) 

fcc 93.2 (5) 4.3287(7) 81.11(4) 15.2 (5) 

Table 4.8: Crystal parameter of TixV7o_xCr3o (x = 10 to 50) alloy added with 4 wt.% of Zr in 

hydride state. Numbers in parentheses is the error on the last significant digit. 

As seen from table 4.8, hydride phase of alloy x = 10, consists of a bcc and a bct phase. 

Lattice parameters of hydride bcc phase is similar to the lattice parameter of as cast bcc 

phase (table 4.7) for this alloy. On the other hand, lattice expansion of bct phase, 

compared to the as-cast bcc, is quite small: only1.05A3 perunitcel!.ltis weil known 

that the monohydrate ofa bcc phase is a bct phase [46]. Usually, the volume occupied by 

a hydrogen atom in the lattice is between 2 A3 and 3 A3
. This means that only between 

0.5 and 0.33 hydrogen atom is absorbed by the formula unit which is not the 

characteristic of a monohydrate. This indicates that bct phase of alloy x = lOis not a true 
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monohydrate. This is also confirmed from the activation curve of this alloy. Measured 

capacity ofx = 10 is only 0.5 wt.%. Considering that 63% of the alloy is bct this means 

that the true capacity ofthis bct phase is about 0.8 wt.%. As the nominal capacity of the 

monohydrate is 2 wt.% this means that only 0.4 hydrogen atom instead of 1 was 

absorbed by the bct phase. This number agrees weil with the ones derived from the 

diffraction patterns. Therefore, we could conclude that, for this alloy, because of the 

small lattice parameter of the bec phase, it is very difficult for hydrogen to go into the 

bec solid solution phase and when it does it forms a bct phase but with a stoichiometry 

much sm aller than a monohydrate. 

For alloy x = 20, bec and bct phase are seen along with face centred cubic phase (fcc). In 

this case, after hydrogenation lattice expansion of bcc and bct phase compared to the as

cast bcc was found to be very small: 0.19A3and1.5A3 respectively. This indicates that 

for bcc and bct phase hydrogen atom absorbed by the formula unit is 0.06 and 0.5 

respectively. Here again it means that bct phase is not a true monohydrate phase. On the 

other hand, lattice expansion for fcc phase is 5.74 A3 which means hydrogen atom 

absorbed by formula units are 2. This is the characteristics of a dihydride phase. 

Considering the phase abundance (bcc = 26 wt.%, bct = 36 wt.%, fcc = 37 wt.%) and 

nominal hydrogen capacity of each phase (bct = 2 wt.%, fcc = 4 wt.%), the total 

absorption capacity calculated from the X-ray diffraction pattern of the alloy is 1.87 

wt.% which is very close to the measured one. However, from a thermodynamics point 

ofview having a bcc, bct, and fcc phases simultaneously is not possible. The presence of 

these three phases simultaneously is most probably due to slow diffusion of hydrogen 

through the fcc and bct phases. This means that, upon hydrogenation, a 'shell' of fcc 

phase forms and, as diffusion is slow through this phase, the hydrogen could not reach 

the bct and bcc phase in the "core". This is a c1assic explanation for the incomplete 

hydrogenation in man y metal hydrides. 

For alloy x = 30 and 50, from the lattice expansions we determined that one hydrogen 

atom was absorbed in bct phase and two were absorbed in the fcc phase. This indicates 

that for these alloys bct phase was a true monohydrate and fcc phase was a dihydride. 

Alloy x = 40 was a complete dihydride without any bcc or bct phases. 
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Figure 7 shows the volume of the hydrogen atom in the fcc phase as a function ofx. The 

volume ofhydrogen atoms was calculated from the difference in unit cell volume of the 

bec phase before hydrogenation and the fcc phase after hydrogenation. It is clear from 

the figure that the volume of the hydrogen atom in the fcc phase decreases with x. This 

result is somewhat counterintuitive. As shown in figure 4.5, the lattice parameter of the 

bec phase increases with x. Therefore, the interstitial sites available for hydrogen will be 

bigger as x increases. This means that the volume increase due to the absorption of 

hydrogen is smaller for a bigger bec lattice parameter which is exactly what we see. To 

our knowledge this is the first time such behaviour is seen. Similar investigation on other 

bec alloys should be performed in order to validate this result. 
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Fig 4.7: For TixV7o-xCr3o ( x = 20 to 50) alloy, volume ofhydrogen atoms in fcc phase 
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4.2.4 Comparison between Zr and 7Zr+l0Ni additive 

In this section, a comparison between 7Zr+ 1 ONi additive with Zr additive is shown. For 

this comparison, Ti40 V 30Cr30 alloy has been selected. Activation kinetics of Ti40 V 30Cr30 

alloy with Zr and with 7Zr+ 1 ONi additives are compared in figure 4.8. In this figure, as a 

reference, hydrogenation kinetics of the same composition without any additive is also 

shown. It can be seen that the alloy without any additive does not absorb hydrogen. 

However, the same composition to which was added Zr and 7Zr+ 1 ONi cou Id absorb 

hydrogen. These results emphasize that an additive is essential to make the activation 

possible at room temperature. The alloy with 7Zr+ 1 ONi presents a very fast kinetics 

compared to the alloy with Zr. This could be understood on the basis of different 

microstructure of Zr and 7Zr+ 1 ONi added alloys. With 7Zr+ 1 ONi additive, the alloy has 

a Zr-Ni rich secondary phase. When Zr is the additive, the secondary phase is Zr-rich. 

The relative abundance of the secondary phase for both 7Zr+l0Ni and Zr added alloys is 

also different. For 7Zr+ 1 ONi added alloys, the secondary phase proportion was found to 

be between 0.2 % and 7 %. For Zr added alloys, the proportion was between 6.6 % and 

13.2%. Even though Zr added alloy has a high percentage of secondary phase compared 

to 7Zr+ 1 ONi alloy, still it has slow kinetics. This indicates that the combined effect of 

Zr-Ni is more beneficial for fast absorption than Zr alone. 
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4.3 Conclusions 

Five different composition of TixV7o_xCr3o (x= 10 to 50) alloys added with 4 wt.% of Zr 

has been studied. Ali alloys presented a multiphase microstructure. X-ray patterns 

confirmed that aIl the as cast alloys were bcc but for alloy x = 30 and 40 Ti and HT-HP 

Ti-Zr phases were also observed along with bcc phase. 

Hydrogenation curves have shown that increasing Ti-content is beneficial for higher 

absorption capacity which is also confirmed by the XRD patterns of the se hydride 

alloys. Alloys x = 10 and 20 have shown the presence of bct phase which was not a true 

monohydrate phase. For this reason, these alloys have shown small absorption capacity. 

For x = 30 and 50, a complete monohydrate phase was seen. Upon hydrogenation, only 

alloy x = 40 has shown a single fcc phase. 
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This study also demonstrated that volume occupied by the hydrogen in fcc phase linearly 

decreased with increasing bcc lattice parameters. 

Comparison of Zr additive with 7Zr+ 1 ONi additive emphasized that the 7Zr+ 1 ONi is 

more effective for the enhancement of first hydrogenation. The reason for this 

discrepancy is probably the different microstructure and the synergetic effect of Zr and 

Ni. Therefore, it is concluded here that for Tix V 70-xCr30 (x= lOto 50) alloys, 7Zr+ 1 ONi is 

better additive than Zr. 
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Chapter 5 

Neutron, and EXAFS studies of Tiso V20Cr30 added with 4wt. % of 
7Zr+l0Ni 

5.1 Introduction 

ln the previous chapters, it was shown that adding 7Zr+ 1 ONi to Tix V 70-xCr30 (x = lOto 

50) alloys resulted in better tirst hydrogenation kinetics than by adding Zr. It was also 

shown that x = 50 alloys gave the highest capacity amongst these alloys . Therefore, 

further investigations were targeted to this particular alloy. The microstructure of this 

alloy consisted of a matrix, along with a black and bright phases. In order to study the 

characteristics of the individual phases, we synthesized each of them using the chemical 

composition found from EDS measurements. As the black phase is essentially titanium, 

this phase was not investigated further. Scanning electron microscopy and hydrogenation 

measurements were performed to understand the morphology and absorption capacity of 

these alloys. 

As the main phase is a solid solution bcc alloy, the local environment of hydrogen do not 

constant but change from one site to another due to the statistical nature of the bcc solid 

solution. It is interesting to know the effect of local environment on hydrogenation 

properties and if this environment change upon hydrogenation. One effective way to 

probe local environment is to use Extended X-Ray Absorption Fine structure (EXAFS) 

which probe the local environment of a selected type of atoms. For the EXAFs study, we 

synthesized two alloys with compositions identical to the matrix and bright phase of 

Ti50 V20Cr30 alloy. They are respectively designated 50TiM and 50TiBP alloys. By 

performing EXAFS of the Ti-edge of these two alloys in the as-cast, hydrided and 

desorbed states, we hope to understand the dynamic of hydrogenation and its effect on 

local environment of atoms. 

EXAFS probe the local environment of atoms but could not locate the hydrogen atom in 

the crystal structure. The practically only way to do this is by neutron diffraction. For 
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this type of experiment we again selected the Ti soV2oCr3o alloy because it is the most 

interesting one from a practical point of view and also, because of its high capacity and 

single phase, it will give a stronger neutron diffraction signal. 

5.2. Neutron study on TisoV2oCrJO 

In order to locate the hydrogen in the crystal structure of Tiso V 20Cr30 alloy, in-situ 

desorption neutron diffraction on the fully deuterated alloy was done. But first, the 

neutron diffraction behaviour of Tiso V 20Cr30 alloy should be discussed. Taking into 

account the scattering length of Ti, V, Cr, Zr and Ni, average scattering length of each 

phase of Tiso V 20Cr30 alloy was calculated and are reported in table 5.1. 

Alloy Phase Average scattering 

length (fm) 

Tiso V 20CrJO Matrix phase -0.4204 

Bright phase 1.61528 

Black phase -2.03764 

Table 5.1: Average scattering length of the different phases of TisoV20Cr30 

It can be seen from the table that the scattering length of the matrix phase is very close to 

the scattering length of vanadium (-0 .3824 fin) . It is weil known that the scattering 

length of vanadium is so sm ail that it is essentially transparent to neutron. Therefore, the 

matrix phase of this alloy is a null matrix and no Bragg peaks could be seen on the 

diffraction pattern and this phase could not be observed. On the other hand, the bright 

and black phases have much higher absolute scattering lengths and they could be seen on 

the diffraction patterns. 
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The fact that the bcc phase could not be seen in neutron diffraction is not necessarily a 

bad situation. When a bcc alloy absorbs hydrogen, it forms first a bct structure 

(monohydride) and thereafter a fcc structure (dihydride). As deuterium has a high 

scattering length, the bct and fcc structures will be easily seen. Thus, change in the state 

ofhydrogenation could be tracked by in-situ neutron diffraction. 

We decided to study the dehydrogenation of the fully hydrided TisoV2oCr30 alloy which, 

as shown by the X-ray diffraction pattern, is a pure fcc phase. The sample was first 

deuterided and thereafter installed on the neutron diffraction sample holder where the 

temperature was increased under a dynamic vacuum. During the experiment temperature 

was raised from 122 oC to 266°C. The diffraction patterns at various temperatures are 

shown in figure 5.1. Rietveld refinement was performed on ail patterns. The metal atoms 

position and occupancy were kept fixed white the hydrogen (deuterium) site occupancy 

was refined. From the Rietveld refinement of neutron pattern, it was found that main 

phase of the alloy was fcc. The sharp residual peaks are due to the Al body of the heater 

which was physically attached to the sample during the experiment. It can be seen from 

the figure that peak intensity of fcc phase decreases as the temperature increases. Effect 

of temperature on deuterium (D) occupancy and on fcc cell parameter can be seen from 

fig 5.2(a). It is clear that D occupancy of the alloy start to decrease at about 200 0 C. The 

next data point is actually at a lower temperature which may seem strange. However, 

this is a proofthat the alloy started to desorb. Desorption is an endothermic process thus, 

the sample will cool down which is what we saw. Further temperature increase resulted 

in a lowering of occupancy factor for deuterium, reaching the low value of about 0.3 at 

266 oC. 

The interpretation of this lowering of deuterium occupancy factor should be discussed. 

Two different models could be used. The first one is to interpret the lowering of 

occupancy factor in a true crystallographic matter. It means that the occupancy factor is 

the fraction of deuterium sites that are occupied. An occupancy factor of 0.4 meaning 

that 40% of the deuterium sites are occupied. This interpretation has a serious limitation 

because, if the occupancy factor is less than 1 then it also means that the structure is no 

longer a true fcc. 
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The other way to interpret the reduction of occupancy factor is to treat it as a scale 

factor. It was demonstrated that the scattering factor of the bcc phase is zero and no 

Bragg's peaks will be seen on the diffraction pattern. This means that, when the fcc 

desorbs to the bcc phase, the bcc phase does not appear on the diffraction pattern and the 

pattern will look the same except for the sc ale factor which decreases. To prevent this, 

we used the aluminum phase as a benchmark. Obviously, this phase should be constant 

because the scattering due to the aluminum heater is constant. Therefore, the ratio of the 

scale factor of the fcc phase over the scale factor of aluminum phase was kept constant. 

This means that any relative diminution of the àmount of fcc phase will be given by a 

decrease of the deuterium occupancy factor. Therefore, in the present case, the 

occupancy factor reflects the amount of fcc phase in the sample. Thus, an occupancy 

factor of 0.4 means that 40% of the original fcc phase remains and 60% desorbed to a 

bcc phase. 

Figure 5.2 (a) also shows the evolution of lattice parameter of the fcc phase with 

temperature. A slight increase offcc lattice parameter is seen up to 160 oC. The next few 

data points are more erratic. This is most likely due to the reduction of temperature at the 

start of desorption. The lattice parameter seems to slightly drop between 200 oC and 220 

oC but raises again at higher temperature. The overall increases of lattice parameter 

between 122 oC and 266 oC correspond to a linear thermal expansion of 21 * 10-6 

(m/m.K). 
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Fig.S.I : Desorption neutron diffraction pattern of fully deuterated Tiso V 20Cr30 alloy 

The validity of linear thermal expansion calculation could be checked with the 

aluminum phase. Figure 5.2 (b) shows the aluminum lattice parameter versus 

temperature. From this plot, Iinear thermal expansion of AI is found to be 29* 10-6 

(m/m.K). This number is very close to the lite rature values of 21 to 24*10-6 (m/m.K) 

[48]. 
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Fig.S.2 Relation between (a) fcc lattice parameter, D-occupancy versus temperature (b) Al cell 

parameter versus temperature. 

Therefore, from in-situ neutron diffraction experiment we were able to measure the fcc 

phase diminution with temperature and also to estimate the linear thermal expansion of 

this hydride. 

5.3 Results and discussion of 50TiM and 50TiBP 

This section describes the morphology and hydrogenation kinetics of 

Ti49V19.SCr28SZrI3Nil.7 (50TiM) and Ti46.1V7.2Cr17.4Zr14.7Ni14.6 (50TiBP) alloy. As 

indicated in the introduction of this chapter, the se compositions represent respectively 

the matrix (50TiM) and bright (50TiBP) phases seen in the Tiso V 20Cr30 alloy. SEM 

results revealed that, wh en cast independently, both the alloys were multiphase. These 

microstructures were compared with the microstructure of Tiso V 20Cr30 alloy. Alloy 

50TiM showed the similar microstructure to Tiso V 20Cr30 alloy but 50TiBP was found 

different. Hydrogenation kinetics showed that 50TiBP has faster kinetics than 50TiM but 

50TiM showed a higher absorption capacity than 50TiBP. This was expected due to the 

different chemical composition and phase abundance ofthese alloys. 
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This section also gives the information of EXAFS results of 50TiBP. Normalized 

EXAFS spectra and R-space fitting of as cast and hydride alloy indicated that hydrogen 

changed the local environment ofTi-atom. 

5.3.1Morphology of 50TiM and 50TiBP 

In order to see the morphology of the 50TiM and 50TiBP alloys, SEM analysis has been 

performed. Fig 5.3 (a-b) shows the morphology of 50TiM and 50TiBP respectively. It 

can be seen from fig 5.3 (a) that alloy 50TiM is made up by three phases; matrix, bright 

and black phase. On the other hand, for 50TiBP four phases are observed; matrix phase, 

bright phase, dark gray and black phase. To obtain the chemical composition of each 

phase of each alloy, EOS analysis has been done. 

Fig.5.3: Backscattered electron micrographs of50TiM (a) and 50TiBP (b). 

Table 5.2 shows the chemical composition of 50TiM alloy. It is clear from the table that 

matrix phase of the alloy is very close to the bulk nominal value. Bright phase has high 

proportion of Zr and Ni compared to the matrix. Black phase of the alloy is Ti

precipitate. Here it can be observed clearly that microstructure and phase composition of 

50TiM is very similar to the microstructure and phase composition of Tiso V 20Cr30, as 

reported in chapter 1. Both of these alloys have shown the presence of matrix, bright 

and black phases with similar phase composition. 
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Elements Bulk nominal Matrix Bright phase Black phase 
value 

Ti 49.3 47.6 42.6 87.4 

V 19.2 20.4 8.7 5 

Cr 28.5 29.6 26.3 5.1 

Zr 1.3 1.3 13.6 2.4 

NI 1.7 1.0 8.7 --

Table 5.2 Nominal and measured atomic percentage of the SOTiM. Error on the measured values 

is±O.S 

Table 5.3 shows the chemical analysis of 50TiBP alloy. Here aga in, chemical 

composition of the matrix phase is very close to the bulk nominal value. In the bright 

phase, except for Ti and Zr, ail the elements have similar concentration as seen in the 

bulk nominal value. Dark gray phase is mainly titanium, the other elements being less 

than 12% each. Black phase is Ti-precipitate. 

Here, microstructure of 50TiBP alloy is found different from Tiso V 20Cr30 alloy. For 

50TiBP, an additional gray phase is seen which was not observed for Tiso V 20Cr30 alloy. 

Besides, the microstructure, elemental composition of bright and matrix phases of 

50TiBP are also different than the Tiso V 20Cr30 alloy. 
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Element Bulk Matrix Bright Dark Black 
nominal phase phase gray phase 

value phase 

Ti 46.1 45.5 35.9 67.9 80.9 

V 7.2 5.1 7.6 8.4 1.0 

Cr 17.4 12.7 19.5 12 --
Zr 14.4 18 21.7 7.4 17.6 

Ni 14.6 18.8 15.2 4.4 0.5 

Table S.3 Nominal and measured atomic percentage of the SOTiBP. Error on the measured 

values is ±O.S 

Using imageJ, relative amount of observed phase for 50TiM and 50TiBP was 

determined and reported in table 5.4. It shows that the matrix phase is by far the most 

abundant phase for both of these alloys. 

Alloy Matrix (%) Bright Darkgray Black phase 
phase (%) phase(%) (%) 

SOM 83(3) 7(1) 9.2(4) 

SOBP 70(3) 12(1) 12(1) 5.2(4) 

Table.SA Percentage of the observed phases for the alloy SOTiM and SOTiBP, as calculated by 

Image j. Number in parentheses is the uncertainty on the last significant digit. 
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5.3.2 First Hydrogenation 

First hydrogenation curves of 50TiBP and 50TiM are shown in figure 5.4. It is to be 

mentioned that both alloys were activated at room temperature without any prior heat 

treatment. Absorption kinetics of 50TiBP was found to be faster than the 50TiM. A 

small bump can also be seen in the absorption curve of 50TiBP. Absorption is an 

exothermic reaction; fast kinetics of the alloy increased the temperature of the sample 

holder which in turn slightly increased the pressure. Wh en the temperature went back to 

the nominal value, the pressure decreased and made the capacity decrease. Alloy 50TiM 

absorbed 3.0 wt.% of hydrogen while 50TiBP could absorb 2.25 wt.%. It can be seen 

from the table 5.4, that alloy 50TiM have 83% of matrix phase which means that 

maximum absorption capacity ofthis alloy is 3.6 wt.% assuming that only matrix phase 

absorbs hydrogen. For alloy 50TiBP, the matrix phase is 70%, which means that 

maximum absorption capacity ofthis alloy is 3.2wt.%. It can be seen here that maximum 

absorption capacity of both alloys are very close to the value expected if only matrix 

phase absorbs hydrogen. 

The alloy 50TiBP is showing faster kinetics that the alloy 50TiM. This is somewhat 

expected as we saw in the previous chapters that kinetics is helped by the amount of 

bright phase. As the alloy 50TiBP was specifically cast to reproduce the bright phase and 

as the amount of bright phase in this alloy is higher, it is normal that the activation 

kinetic is faster for this alloy. 
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Fig.S.4: Activation curves of the 50TiBP and 50TiM, under 20 bars ofhydrogen at 22 oC. 

5.3.3 EXAFS 

In order to study the local environment of 50TiBP, EXAFS measurements have been 

performed. Fig.5.5 (a) shows the normalized EXAFS spectra of 50TiBP in the as-cast, 

hydrided and desorbed state. These measurements have been done at Ti-K edge. 

Therefore, it is the atomic surroundings of Ti atoms that have been probed. 
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Fig. 5.5: EXAFS spectra at Ti K edge for the 50TiBP in as-cast hydrogenated and desorbed 

state. (a) Normalized EXAFS spectra (b) R space oscillations. 

It can be seen from the figure that the signal obtained for these three samples are 

different. This indicates that hydrogenation and dehydrogenation affect the electronic 

structure of Ti-atom. Fig.5.5 (b) shows the R-space fitting of as-cast and hydrogenated 

samples. Peaks which were observed in as cast sample cou Id not be seen clearly in 

hydrogenated sample. For the as cast sample first, second, third and fourth peak can be 

seen clearly but after hydrogenation only first and second peak were found. Second peak 

which was present in as cast sample disappeared or merged into the third peak after 

hydrogenation. Besides this, variation in the peak intensities can also be seen. The third 

peak of the as cast sample is 5 % more intense than the second peak of hydrided sample. 

The difference in R-space fitting of as-cast and hydrided samples cou Id be due to the 

difference in coordination shells. After the hydrogenation bond length increases and 

coordination number decreases. This is the reason why R-space fitting of as-cast and 

hydrogenated samples are different. Data analysis to calculate the bond length and 

coordination number before and after hydrogenation is in process. 

5.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, neutron study of Ti50 V 20Cr30 alloy has been reported. This study showed 

that, for this alloy, D occupancy is actually a measure of the fcc abundance in the alloy. 

From in-situ experiment, it was seen that the alloy started to desorb at 200 Oc and at 266 
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Oc only 30% of the fcc phase remained. Linear thermal expansion of hydride phase has 

been also calculated. 

Two compositions representing the matrix and bright phases were prepared by using the 

elementary composition measured in the microstructure of Tiso V 20Cr30 alloy. Their 

compositions were respectively Ti49V1 9.SCr28.SZru Ni 1.7 (50TiM) and 

Ti46.IV7.2Crl7.4ZrI4.7NiI4.6 (50TiBP). The microstructure of these alloys revealed that 

these new samples were multiphase instead of single phase as was hoped for. 

First hydrogenation curve demonstrated a faster absorption kinetics for the 50TiBP alloy 

compared to the 50TiM alloy but its total capacity was lower. Higher abundance of 

bright phase in the 50TiBP explained the faster kinetics. Higher abundance of matrix 

phase in the 50TiM alloy was the reason for the higher capacity ofthis alloy. 

Effect of hydrogen on atomic structure of 50TiBP alloys has been studied by EXAFS 

measurements. Normalized EXAFS spectra of 50TiBP at Ti-K-edge showed that 

hydrogen affects the local structure of Ti-atom. R-space fitting of as cast and 

hydrogenated samples were found different which could be due to the different 

coordination number and bond length of these alloys. Oetailed neutron and EXAFS data 

analysis are in process. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion and future work 

6.1 Conclusion 

In this study, the effects of additives on Ti-V -Cr alloys has been studied. The impact of 

TiN ratio has also been investigated. Two types of additives were tested: 7Zr+ 1 ONi and 

Zr. For both types of additives, the faster first hydrogenation kinetics was attributed to 

the presence of a secondary phase that was enriched in Zr (and Ni). The additive 

7Zr+ 1 ONi gave a much faster first hydrogenation kinetics th an the Zr only additive. The 

reason is a combination of different microstructure and different chemical composition 

of the secondary phase. It was found that increasing TiN ratio enhance the hydrogen 

capacity. Thus, alloy Tiso V 20Cr30 was selected for further investigation. In-situ neutron 

diffraction was used to investigate the change in crystal structure of Tiso V 20Cr30 alloy 

du ring desorption. Despite the fact that the bcc phase of this alloy is essentially 

transparent to neutron, the decomposition of the fully hydride fcc phase was monitored. 

Change in lattice parameters and linear thermal expansion of fcc phase was measured for 

the first time. 

To understand the behavior of each individu al phase in the multiphase bcc alloys, the 

matrix and secondary phase of the Tiso V 20Cr30 + 7Zr+ 1 ONi were cast individually. Their 

respective composition being (Ti46 1 V7.2Cr174Zr1 4.7Ni14 6) for the secondary phase and 

(Ti49 V 19SCr28.SZr1.3Ni 17) for the matrix. These two alloys were synthesized and the 

mechanism of these phases was studied individually. It was found that the matrix phase 

absorbs a high amount of hydrogen and that the secondary phase has higher 

hydrogenation kinetics thus confirming the hypothesis that the secondary phase acts as a 

gateway for hydrogen to enter the matrix phase. 

Change in the atomic structure of Ti46.l V 72Cr17.4Zr14.7NÎt4.6 alloy before and after 

hydrogenation was studied by EXAFS. It was found that presence of hydrogen atom 

affect the electronic structure ofTi-atom. 
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6.2 Future work 

The microstructure, phase composition and tirst hydrogenation of Tix V 70-xCr30 ( X = lOto 

50) alloys with additive have been studied. However, to fully understand this system, 

thermodynamics parameters must be measured. In particular the impact of the additive 

has to be investigated. In this work, it was found that the chemical composition of the 

matrix phase do not change much with different additive and thus the thermodynamics 

parameters are probably very close but this should be contirmed by experiments. 

Another important practical aspect of metal hydrides is their resistance to 

hydrogenation/dehydrogenation cycling. A systematic study of cycling behaviour of 

these alloys should be done. It will be interesting to see the impact of cycling on the 

microstructure and chemical composition of the matrix and secondary phases. 
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Abstract 

In this paper we report the effect of Ti-proportion and addition of Zr-Ni on the crystal 

structure, morphology and hydrogen storage kinetics of Ti-V -Cr alloy. For this study, 

five alloys of compositions TixV7o-xCr30 (x = 10, 20, 30, 40, 50) added with 4 wt.% of 

7Zr+ 1 ONi were synthesized. Scanning electron microscopy revealed that ail alloys were 

multiphase. X-ray powder diffraction confirmed that ail the as-cast alloys have the body

centred cubic (bcc) phase as the main phase. The same amount of (7Zr+ 1 ONi) was added 

in ail of the alloys, but each alloy has shown a different elemental concentration in their 

secondary phases. For alloys x = 10 and 20, a Zr rich secondary phase was formed but 

for alloys x = 30, 40 and 50, the secondary phase has relatively high concentration of ail 

elements. 

Upon hydrogenation, the bcc phase transformed into a face-centred cubic (fcc) phase. 

For x = 20, 30 and 40 a body-centred tetragonal (bct) phase was also observed along 

with fcc phase. Hydrogenation kinetics of ail of these alloys was measured and it was 

found that absorption capacity increased with Ti-content. The maximum absorption 

capacity of3.6 wt.% was achieved for x = 50. 

Keywords: Ti-V -Cr alloy, 7Zr+ 1 ONi, Activation, Crystal structure, Microstructure 
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In this paper we report the effect of Ti-proportion and addition of Zr-Ni on the crystal structure, 
morphology and hydrogen storage kinetics of Ti-V-Cr alloy. For this study, !ive alloys of compositions 
TixV7o-xCr3o (x = 10, 20, 30, 40, 50) added with 4 wt% of 7Zr+ 10Ni were synthesized. Scanning electron 
microscopy revealed that ail alloys were multiphase. X-ray powder diffraction con!irmed that ail the as
cast alloys have the body-centred cu bic (bec) phase as the main phase. The sa me amount of (7Zr+ 10Ni) 
was added in ail of the alloys, but each alloy has shown a different elemental concentration in their 
secondary phases. For alloys x = 10 and 20, a Zr rich secondary phase was formed but for alloys x = 30, 
40 and 50, the secondary phase has relatively high concentration of ail elements. 

Upon hydrogenation, the bec phase transformed into a face-centred cubic (fcc) phase. For x = 20, 30 
and 40 a body-centred tetragonal (bct) phase was also observed along with fcc phase. Hydrogenation 
kinetics of ail of these alloys was measured and it was found that absorption capacity increased with Ti
content. The maximum absorption capacity of 3.6 wt% was achieved for x = 50. 

1. Introduction 

For the full implementation of hydrogen as an energy vector, a 
safe, low cost and compact hydrogen storage system are required 
[1). Beside the well-known gaseous and liquid storage systems, 
metal hydrides are attractive solution because of their high volu
metric density and low operation pressure. Metal hydrides come in 
a variety of chemieal compositions and crystal structures. Sorne of 
the most studied are the body centred cubie (bcc) alloys [2). Ti-V
based bcc alloys are particularly attractive due to their high volu
metric storage capacity but the se alloys have shown very slow ki
neties [3). Maeland et al. investigated the effect of transition 
metals: Fe, Mn, Co, Cr and Ni, on Ti-V-based solid solution and 
observed that addition of a third element improves the hydroge
nation kineties [4,5). lt is reported in literature that Ti-V-Cr alloys 
with bec structure have the capacity to absorb up to 3,7 wt% of 
hydrogen (6). However, because of the high stability of the mono
hydride, these alloys show reversible capacity of about 2.4 wt% 
[6-8 ). 

The !irst hydrogenation, the so-called activation, of these alloys 

• Corresponding author. 
E-mail address:jacques.hllo(@uq lr.c.l U. Huot). 

htlps: //doi.org/ l0.1016/j.j.l llcom.20 18. IO. 283 
0925-8388/© 2018 Elsevier B.V. Ali rights reserved. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. Ali rights reserved. 

is usually slow and heat treatment between 300 oC and 750 oC is 
required [9-12 ). But for commercial applications, this additional 
step of activation is undesirable. To improve the activation process, 
Miraglia et al. added Zr7NilO to Ti-V-Cr alloys [13). They reported 
that this addition gives rise to a second phase whieh made the 
activation possible without prior heat treatment [ 13 ). Bibienne 
et al. studied the effect of 7Zr+ 10Ni on Ti-V-Cr alloy and also 
observed fast kineties without prior heat treatment [14,15). 

Activation kineties and storage capa city are affected by the dif
ferences in chemical composition. The effect of elemental compo
sition on the hydrogenation characteristies of bec alloys has been 
the subject of many investigations. It was found that chemieal 
composition has an impact on the plateau pressure and sorption 
kineties [1 5-18 ). 

In this paper we report the investigation on Ti-V-Cr alloys where 
the Cr content is tixed and only the Ti/V ratio is moditied. Effect of 
the V-content on Ti-V-Cr-Mn alloy has been studied byYu et al. [19). 
They found that a higher concentration of vanadium increased the 
hydrogen capacity but this made the tirst hydrogenation much 
slower, particularly because of a longer incubation time. Since va
nadium is expensive compared to Ti, optimizing the Ti/V ratio is 
attractive for practieal applications. A second aim of this study was 
to investigate the effect of addition of(7Zr + 10Ni) on the activation 
kinetic. For that purpose, 4 wt% of 7Zr+ 10Ni was used as an 
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additive in ail compositions. 

1.1. Experimental details 

Ali the elements Ti (99.9%), V (99.7%), Cr (99%), Zr (99.2%) and Ni 
(99.9) were purchased from Alfa-Aesar and used without further 
purification. Samples of compositions TixV70-xCr30 (x = 10, 20, 30, 
40, 50) were ail added with 4 wt% of (7Zr + lONi). Synthesis was 
performed by mixing ail raw elements and cast them by arc 
melting. To insure homogeneity, each sample was turned over and 
remelted 3 times. It should be noted that this method of synthesis is 
different from the one used by Miraglia et al. (13 ). In their case, they 
synthesized the bcc and Zr7NilO alloy separately. Thereafter, these 
two alloys were mixed in the desired proportion and melted again 
(13). Therefore, three melting was necessary for the synthesis of 
one alloy. In the present work, only one melt was performed 
because ail raw elements were mixed in the desired proportions 
and melted together. After arc-melting, samples were crushed in
side an argon-filled glove box using a hardened stainless-steel 
mortar and pestle. Hydrogen measurements were performed us
ing a homemade Sievert type apparatus. For the structural and 
microstructural studies X-ray diffraction pattern (XRD: Bruker 08 
Focus: Cu Ka radiation) and scanning electron microscope UEOL 
jSM-5500) were used. Chemical analyses were performed by EDS 
(Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy from Oxford Instruments) appa
ratus attached to the SEM. For the SEM and EDS analysis, ail the 
synthesized samples (pallets) were polished and the smooth sur
face of the samples was used for the analysis. Crystal structure 
parameters were evaluated from Rietveld refinement using Topas 
software (20). Percentage of secondary phase was calculated from 
the backscattered micrographs, using the relative areas of each 
phase as calculated by Imagej software (21). 

2. Result and discussion 

2.1. Morphology 

Fig. 1 shows the backscattered electron micrograph of the alloys 

TixV70-xCr30 where x = 10, 20, 30, 40, 50. It is clear from the figure 
that ail these alloys are multiphase and they have different 
microstructures. 

Ail alloys are made of a gray matrix phase along with a black 
phase and a bright phase. In the case ofx = 10 and 20, there is also a 
small amount of grayish phase. The relative amount and 
morphology of each of these phases change with x. The area per
centage of different phases of TixV70-xCr30 alloy is calculated and 
reported in Table 1. 

It is clear from this table that, in these alloys, there is a pre
dominant phase. This phase will be thereafter ca lied matrix. Other 
phases, denoted grayish, bright and black are less abundant. In 
order to study the elemental composition of each phase in each 
alloy, EDS analysis has been performed on ail compositions. Fig. 2 
shows the evolution of the chemical composition of the matrix 
and the bright phase as a function of x. In the case of the matrix 
phase, it is clear that the abundance of Ti, V, and Cr closely follow 
the nominal abundance for each composition. The abundance of Zr 
in the matrix phase is virtually constant at 1.2 ± 0.1 at% while for Ni 
the abundance is 1.7 ± 0.1 at% with the exception of x = 30 where 
nickel abundance in the matrix phase is 1.1 at.%. 

The bright phase shows a more complex variation with x. For 
x = 10 and 20, the main element of the bright phase is zirconium. 
For x = 10 the next most abundant element is vanadium while the 
other three elements constitute less than 10 at.% each. For x = 20 
zirconium is even more abundant in the bright phase, constituting 
more than 80% of that phase. The other elements are alliess than 

Table 1 
Percentage of the observed phases for the alloy TixV70_xCr3o (x = 10 to 50 ) with 4 wt% 
of 7Zr+ 10Ni as dete rmined by Imagej . The number in parentheses is the esti mated 
error on the la st significant digi t based on average over a few measurements. 

Alloy Grayish Phase (%) Bright phase (%) Black Phase (%) Matrix (%) 

Ti IOV60Cr30 0.8 (5 ) 0.4 (2 ) 15 (1) 83 (2) 

T;'OVSOCr30 2.4 (5 ) 0.2 (2) 13 (1) 85 (2) 
T30V40Cr30 6 (1) 9 (1 ) 84 (2) 

Ti40V30Cr30 7 (1 ) 12 (1) 81 (2) 

TisoV20Cr30 4 (1 ) 6 (1) 88 (2) 

Fig. 1. Backscattered electrons micrograph of the alloys TixV70_xCr30 (x = 10. 20. 30. 40. 50 ). with 4 w t% of 7Zr+ 10Ni. 
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Fig. 2. Chemical analysis of the elements in Matrix (a) and Bright phase (b) with varying Ti concentration. 

10% abundant with nickel being totally absent. For x> 30 the 
composition of the bright phase is somewhat more stable with x. Ti 
is the most abundant element and slowly increases with x, going 
from 37 at.% for x = 30 to 46 at.% for x = 50. The abundance of the 
other elements is more or less constant with the exception of the 
downward trend of vanadium. 

Error on the measured values is ±0.5 at.%. The other p\1ases seen 
in the backscattered micrographs were the black phase and the 
grayish phase. From EDX measurement, it was found that in the 
black phase Ti was between 78 at.% and 93 at.%. We thus concluded 
that the black phase is in fact titanium-rich precipitates. As for the 
grayish phase, it was seen only for x = 10 and 20 and the abundance 
of that phase was very small, respectively 0.8% and 2.4% for x = 10 
and 20. Table 2 shows the chemical composition of this phase for 
x = 10 and 20. 

2.2. Crystal structure 

X-ray powder diffraction patterns of the alloys in their as cast 
and hydrided states are presented in Fig. 3(a and b). Diffraction 
patterns presented in Fig. 3 (a) shows that ail the as-cast alloys are 
body centred cubic (bcc). The patterns of the alloys x = 30 and 40 
present an additional minor phase. This minor phase is most likely 
the black phase (Ti rich). Owing to limited number of peaks, crystal 
structure identification is difficult and will not be further discussed 
in this paper. 

Rietveld refinement was performed on ail diffraction patterns. 
ln the case of as-cast alloys, the weighed R-values were between 

Table 2 
Measured element abundance in at.% of cast TixV70_xCr30 (x = 10 & 20) aHoy with 
4 w t% of 7Zr+ 10Ni. Error on measured values is ±0.5 at.%. 

EDS analysis of grayish phase ofTixV70-xCr30 (x = 10 & 20) aHoy 

Elements x = 10 x = 20 

Ti 32.2 29.6 
V 9.3 13.4 
Cr 2.9 7.8 
Zr 15.4 36.4 
Ni 40.2 12.8 

6.61 and 4.9 while the goodness of fit was between 2.43 and 1.57. 
Lattice parameters and crystallites size as determined by Rietveld 
refinement for the as-cast alloys are reported in Table 3. This table 
shows that the lattice parameter is increasing from x = 10 to 50 and 
the crystallite size is roughly constant. 

The values reported in Table 3 could be compared with the 
corresponding ones given in previous investigation on Tis2V12Cr36 
and Ti42V21Cr37 [1 4;1 5).lt could be seen that the crystallite sizes are 
practically the sa me respectively 13.3 (9) nm and 13 (2) nm for on 
Tis2V12Cr36 and Ti4N21Cr37 [14,15). However, the microstrains were 
smaller at respectively 0.12 (3)% and 0.15 (6)%. The reason for the 
higher microstrain in the present investigation is unclear to us. It 
may depend on the arc melting power used for casting and also on 
the cooling rate. Considering the metallic radius of the elements 
(Ti = 147 pm, V = 136 pm, Cr = 130 pm) it was confirmed that the 
variation of the lattice parameter is directly proportional to the 
variation of the average metallic radius. 

2.3. First hydrogenation 

Fig. 4 shows the first hydrogenation curves of ail alloys. It is clear 
that absorption capacity is increasing and absorption kinetics is 
getting faster with increasing Ti content. For alloy x = 10 and 20 
absorption capacity was found to be lower than the other alloys. 
Alloy x = 50 has shown the maximum absorption capacity 3.6 wt% 
but with a small incubation time. 

On the other hand, Ti40V30Cr30 alloy without additive 
(72r+ 10Ni) could not absorb hydrogen. These results indicate that 
addition of 72r+ 10Ni improve the kinetics ofTixV70-xCr30 (x = 10 to 
50) alloys. To understand the crystal structure of hydrided TixV70-
xCr30 (x = 10 to 50) alloys, XRD patterns have been taken and are 
displayed in Fig. 3(b). Crystal structure parameters of each phase 
seen in the diffraction patterns of hydrided samples were evaluated 
by Rietveld refinement and are reported in Table 4. The weighed R
values of these patterns were between 5.31 and 3.97 while the 
goodness of fit was between 1.92 and 1.27. 

It is clear from this table that after hydrogenation, the bct phase 
is decreasing with x while proportion of fcc phase is increasing. A 
clear illustration of the change in phases from x = 10 to 50 is re
ported in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 3. XRD pattern of the TixV7o.xCr3o (x = JO, 20, 30, 40, 50) alloys with 4 wt% of 7Zr+ JONi in (a) as cast and (b) hydrided state. 

Table 3 
Crystal parameters of the TixV70.xCr30 (x = 10 to 50 with 4 w t% of7Zr+ 10Ni) alloys in 
as-cast state. The number in parentheses is the error on the last significant digit. 

Alloy !.attice parameter (A) Crystallite Size (nm) Microstrain (%) 

Ti IOV60Cr30 3.000 (2) 18 (1) 0 .43 (9 ) 

Ti20VSOCr30 3.023 (1) 15.5 (3) 0.62 (4) 

T30V40Cr30 3.0376 (7) 13.0 (5) 0 .19 (1) 

Ti40V30Cr30 3.069 (1) 14.4 (8) 0.47 (9) 
TisoV20Cr30 3.102 (1) 15.6 (6) 0 .43 (6) 
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Fig. 4. Activation curve of the TixV70.xCr30 (x = 10, 20. 30. 40. 50) alloys with 4 wt% of 
7Zr+ 10Ni and Ti40V30Cr30 alloy without 7Zr+ JONi. under 20 bars of hydrogen at 22 oc. 

lt is clear from this figure that the amount of bct phase decreases 
with x while concurrently the amount of fcc phase increases. As 
shown by Nakamura and Akiba, the monohydride of a bcc alloy has 
a bct structure [22 ]. The fact that the bct and fcc phases are 
simultaneously present means that the hydrogenation is not 
complete. This is consistent with the incomplete activation seen in 
Fig. 5. Based on the phase abundance found by Rietveld refinement, 
and knowing the theoretical hydrogen capacity of each phase 
(bcc = 0 wt%, bct = 2.0 wt% and fcc = 4.0 wt%) we calculated the 
expected hydrogen capacity from X-ray powder diffraction and 
compared them to the measured ones. However, we have to take 
into account that the secondary phases are not apparent in the X
ray diffraction patterns. The reason for this is probably the rela
tively small proportion of these phases and also the small crystallite 
size, ma king the peaks very broad and almost undistinguishable 
from the background. We are now in the process of taking syn
chrotron and neutron diffraction patterns of these alloys in the 
hope of identifying the crystal structure of the secondary phases . 
Nevertheless, for the present investigation, we have to take into 
account the identification of the secondary phases the X-ray pat
terns. Therefore, the theoretical capacities calculated from X-ray 
patterns were weighed by the fraction of the matrix phase deter
mined by SEM and listed in Table 1. This gives the normalized ca
pacity and it is the capacity that has to be compared to the 
measured one. The results are given in Table 5. 

From this table it can be seen that only in case of alloy x = 10, the 
measure capacity is lower than the calculated one. But the calcu
lated number is quite close to the measured ones, considering the 
uncertainties. 

For other alloys, the measured capacity is slightly higher than 
the calculated one. This missing capacity is probably due to the 
absorption of hydrogen by the secondary phases. ln fact, the sec
ondary phases are probably acting as a gateway for hydrogen th us 
making the first hydrogenation (activation) much faster than in the 
sa me alloys without addition of Zr-Ni as was shown previously 
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Table 4 
Crystal structure parameters of the TixV7a_xCr3a (x = la to 50) alloy with 4 w t% of7Zr+ 10Ni in hydrided state as determined by Rietveld refinemen t. The number in parentheses 
is the error on the las t signifieant digit. 

Alloy Phase Phase fraction (%) 

bec 28 (3) 
bet 72 (3) 

fee 61 (2) 
bet 39 (2) 

fee 79 (2) 
bet 21 (2) 

fee 91 (2) 
bet 9.0 (8) 

fee 100.0 
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Fig. S. Illustration of the phase change of Tix V7a_xCr3a alloy from x = 10 to 50. 

Table 5 

Lattice parameter (A) Crystall ite size (nm ) Microstrain (%) 

2.9978 (8 ) 12.9 (5) 
3.0016 (8) 11 .8 (3) 
3.258 (1) 
4.3346 (8) 18.0 (1 ) 0.15 (1) 
3.149 (1) 7.2 (3 ) 
3.092 (2) 
4.281 (1 ) 24 (2) 0.1 9 (1) 
3.2701 (1) 12.7 (1) 
3.040 (2) 
4.3008 (8) 17.0 (8) 0.222 (7 ) 
3.316 (1) 19 (2) 
3.071 (2) 
4.3346 (8) 12.0 (5) 0.312 (8) 

3. Conclusion 

The microstructure and first hydrogenation behaviour of alloys 
of composition TixV70-xCr30 (x = 10, 20, 30.40.50) to which 4 wt% of 
7Zr+ 10Ni was added was investigated. Ali alloys consisted of a 
main bcc phase with secondary phases. However, the microstruc
ture was totally different from one alloy to the other. 

Absorption curves show that alloys, x = 10 and 20 with Zr rich 
phase have slow kinetics and small hydrogen capacities. Alloys with 
x = 30 and 40 have faster kinetics and higher capacities. ln the case 
ofx = 50, an incubation time was present in the first hydrogenation 
curve, contrary to the other compositions where absorption starts 
readily. This may be because of the different microstructure and 
elemental composition ofthis alloy. Hydrided samples have shown 
the presence of different phases. For alloy x = 10, bcc phase was 
found with bct phase. The hydrides of alloys with x = 20, 30 and 40 
presented bct and fcc phases but for alloy x = 50 only fcc phase was 
present. 

From this study we conclude that increasing Ti concentration 
improve storage capacity and addition of 7Zr+ 10Ni improves the 
first hydrogenation kinetics. Investigation of the thermodynamics 
of the se alloys is now underway and will provide essential infor
mation for a better understanding of the hydrogenation of these 
alloys. 

Comparison between the expeeted and measured absorption eapacities of TixV70_ 
xCr3a (x = 10 to 50) alloys. The number in parentheses is the uneertainties on the 
las t signifieant digi t. 

Alloy Phase Phase Phase Total ealeulated Normalized Measured 
(x) abundanee eapacity eapacity from weight eapaeity 

(w t.%) X-ray pattern eapacity (wt.%) 
(wt.%) 

la bec 28 (3) 0.0 1.4 (1) 1.2 (1) 1.0 
bet 72 (3) 1.4 

20 fee 61 (2) 2.4 3.2 (1) 2.7 (1) 3.0 
bet 39 (2) 0.8 

30 fee 79 (2) 3.2 3.6 (1) 3.0 (1) 3.2 
bet 21 (2) 0.4 

40 fee 91 (2) 3.6 3.8 (1) 3.1 (2) 3.4 
bet 9.0 (8) 0.2 

50 fee 100.0 4.0 4.0 3.5 (1 ) 3.6 

[14,151. For confirmation of this hypothesis, the change in crystal 
structure upon hydrogenation should be investigated using in-situ 
X-ray diffraction. ln the present case. we used 'post-mortem' X-ray 
diffraction but there is always the possibility that the alloy partially 
desorbed between the time it was quenched and the time it was 
measured by X-ray diffraction. An in-situ experiment will give us 
the true phase change during hydrogenation. 
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Investigation of the microstructure, crystal structure and hydrogenation kinetics of 
Ti-V-Cr alloy with Zr addition 

Viney Dixit, Jacques Huot 

Institut de Recherche sur l 'Hydrogène, Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières, 3351 des 

Forges, Trois-Rivières, Québec, Canada 

Abstract 

The effect of 4 wt.% Zr as additive in TixV7o-xCr3o (x = 10 to 50) alloy has been 

investigated. After casting, aIl of these alloy were multiphase but with different 

microstructure and phase composition. From X-ray diffraction, bcc structure of aIl as

cast alloys was confirmed along with zirconium-rich secondary phases. For alloy x= 30 

and 40, a Ti and a Ti-Zr high pressure-high temperature phase were observed along with 

the bcc phase. Upon hydrogenation, bcc phase transformed to a body centered tetragonal 

and a face centered cubic phase. Only alloy x=40, has shown a complete hydrogenation. 

For x= 20 and 30, a bct phase was seen along with the bcc and fcc phase. The first 

hydrogenation kinetics of Zr added alloys were found to be faster th an without additive 

but not as fast as with 7Zr + 10Ni additive. It was also found that the volume taken by 

the hydrogen atom in the fcc phase decreases with increasing value of the bcc lattice 

parameter. 

Keywords: Bcc aIloy, Activation, Zr, Microstructure, Crystal structure 
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Abstract 

The effect of 4 wt.% Zr as additive in TixV7o-xCr3o (x = 10 to 50) alloy has been investigated. 

After casting, ail of these alloys were multiphase but with different microstructure and phase 

composition. From X-ray diffraction, bcc structure of ail as-cast alloys was confirmed. For alloys 

x= 30 and 40, a Ti and a Ti-Zr high pressure-high temperature phase were observed along with 

the bcc phase. Upon hydrogenation, bcc phase transformed to a body centred tetragonal and a 

face centred cubic phase. Only alloy x=40, has shown a complete hydrogenation. For x= 20 and 

30, a bct phase was seen along with the bcc and fcc phase. The first hydrogenation kinetics of Zr 

added alloys were found to be faster th an without additive but not as fast as with 7Zr + 10 Ni 

additive. It was also found that the volume taken by the hydrogen atom in the fcc phase 

decreases with increasing value of the bcc lattice parameter. 

Keywords: Bcc alloy, Activation, Zr, Microstructure, Crystal structure 

1 Introduction 

Hydrogen is considered as a sustainable and reliable energy carrier but, to use it commercially, 

hydrogen production and storage methods must be optimized [1-3]. There are several ways to 

store hydrogen, the main ones being liquefaction, compression and solid state [1 , 4-6]. For solid 

state hydrogen storage, metal hydrides have attracted considerable attention of researchers 

because oftheir high volumetric storage capacity and relatively low operating hydrogen pressure 

[4, 7]. Amongst the variety ofmetal hydrides, Ti-V-Cr alloys with body centred cubic structure 

(bcc) have been extensively studied [8-14] . Their maximum storage capacity at room 

temperature is 3.7 wt.% which is relatively high [4]. However, the reversible capacity is much 

lower due to the low plateau pressure of the monohydride. Although the se alloys have relatively 

high absorption capacity at room temperature, they usually show long incubation time during the 
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first hydrogenation [15-18]. Tsukahara et al. studied the V -based multiphase alloys for Ni-metal 

hydride batteries and observed the combined effect of the presence of two phases: bcc solid 

solution phase and C14 Laves phase [19-22]. They found the presence oftwo phases to be very 

helpful to improve the battery's reaction rate. Iba and Akiba also reported that bcc solid solution 

phase with Laves phase is quite promising for hydrogen absorption [23]. Recently, Miraglia et 

al. showed that by adding Zr7NÎtO to Ti-V -Cr alloy, a Zr and Ni rich secondary phase was found 

in the as-cast alloy. This secondary phase was responsible for the fast activation kinetics [12]. 

In a previous work, we have added 4 wt.% of 7Zr+ 1 ONi to Tix V 70-xCr30 (x = lOto 50) alloys and 

found fast activation kinetics for ail of these alloys [24]. Investigation of the microstructure 

indicated that the secondary phase was Zr and Ni-rich [24]. This motivated us to use Zr, as an 

additive for the same compositions and compare it with the previously used additive (7Zr+ 1 ONi). 

2 Experimental 

Ali the raw elements Ti (99.9%), V (99.7%), Cr (99%) and Zr (99.2%) were purchased from 

Alfa-Aesar. Five alloys of composition TixV7o-xCr3o (x= 10 to 50), to which 4 wt.% of Zr was 

added, were synthesized by arc melting. In each synthesis, the raw elements were ail mixed 

together in the desired proportion and melted. The sample was remelted and turned over three 

times in order to get a homogeneous alloy. 

Crystal structure of each alloy in as cast and hydrided state were studied by X-ray powder 

diffraction on a Bruker 08 Focus using Cu Ka radiation. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) 

(JEOL JSM-5500) was used to study the microstructure of the as-cast alloys. For chemical 

analyses, EDS (Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy) apparatus from Oxford Instruments was 

utilized. Percentage of relative area of secondary phases were calculated by using the Imagej 

software [25]. Topas software was used for Rietveld's refinement of the crystal structure 

parameters [26]. The hydrogenation kinetics was measured at room temperature under 20 bars of 

hydrogen using a homemade Sieverts type apparatus. 
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3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Morphology 

Backscattered electron micrographs of the as-cast alloys Tix V 70-xCr30 (x = 10, 20, 30, 40, 50), 

added with 4 wt. % of Zr, are presented in figure 1. 

Fig.l: Higher magnification backscattered electrons micrograph of the alloys TixV70-xCr30(x = 10, 20,30, 
40, 50), added with 4 wt.% of Zr. 

It is se en from figure 1 that ail ofthese alloys are made up of a matrix, a bright phase and a black 

phase. The abundance of these phases seems to vary with composition. At the lower 

magnification , for x = 10 and 20 the microstructure was found homogeneous but for the other 

alloys it was inhomogeneous with regions having more secondary phase th an others. The reason 

for this behaviour is most probably variation of cooling rates within the ingot. For the c1ear 

vision of multiphase, only higher magnification microstructure has been shown. This 

inhomogeneity makes the estimation of relative amount of each phase more difficult. Using 

ImageJ, the relative amount of each phase was estimated and is reported in Table 1. 
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Alloy Matrix (%) Bright phase (%) Black phase (%) 

Ti IOV60Cr30 91.4 8.3 

ThoVsOCr30 92.1 7.8 

T30V40Cr30 86.2/77.5 9.05/7.5 15.2/5.4 

Ti40 V 30Cr30 89.7/85.4 13.2/7.1 2.8/ 1.1 

TisoVzOCr30 86.9/84.7 11.7/6.6 5.9/3.3 

Table 1: Percentage of the observed phases for the alloy TixV70-xCr3o (x= 10 to 50) added with 4 wt.% of 

Zr, as deterrnined by imagej . Error on the measured values is ±0.5 at.%. For inhomogeneous distribution 

of phases, the higher/lower values are indicated. 

As seen from the table 1, the matrix phase dominates for ail alloys. Black phase distribution is 

quite inhomogeneous this is the reason the range proportion is so high. 

To measure the elemental composition of the se phases, EDS analysis have been performed. The 

results for the matrix and bright phases are represented in figure 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. It is 

seen that in the matrix phase, the elements concentrations are very close to the nominal values 

for Ti, V, and Cr. In the case of zirconium, the abundance is practically constant with x, varying 

between 1.3 and 2.3 at.%. 
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Fig.2. Proportion of eJements, in at.%, as a function ofx in the matrix (a) and bright phase (b). 
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Regarding the bright phase, Ti and Zr are the main elements of that phase but their abundance 

greatly change with x. Vanadium and chromium are in much smaller proportion and varies much 

less with x than Ti and Zr. 

The black phase is essentially a titanium precipitation for ail composition. The abundance of 

titanium in that phase varies between 78.3 at% and 84.9 at.%. The second most abundant 

element in the black phase is zirconium and its abundance fluctuate between 7.5 at.% to 17.3 

at.%. The other two elements are present in proportions less than 5 at.%. 

3.2 Crystal Structure 

X-ray diffraction patterns ofTixV7o_xCr3o alloy in as-cast state are shown in figure 3(a). It is c1ear 

from the figure that ail the as-cast alloys have body centred cubic (bcc) phase. Apart from the 

bcc phase, two additional minor phases were also observed for alloy x = 30 and 40. Analysis of 

the patterns showed that one phase is titanium and the other phase is a high-temperature-high

pressure Ti-Zr phase. Comparing with the SEM results and the chemical compositions measured 

by EDS, it is clear that the Ti phase (S.G. P63/mmc) corresponds to the black phase seen in the 

backscattered images while the high-temperature-high-pressure Ti-Zr phase (S.G. P6/mmm) is 

the bright phase. 
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Fig.3 XRD pattern of TixV70_xCr30 (x = 10 to 50) alloys added with 4 wt.% of Zr in (a)as cast and (b) 

hydride state. 

Lattice parameters, phase abundances and crystallite sizes for each alloy were evaluated by 

Rietveld's refinement and are reported in table 2. This table indicates that bcc crystallite size is 

constant for x = 10 to 50 while lattice parameter is increasing from 3.0032(4) A to 3.1142(4) A. 

For all patterns, the microstrain parameter was found to be zero within experimental error. 
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Alloy Phase Phase Lattice Parameter Crystallite size 
Abundance (%) (A) (nm) 

x = 10 bcc 100 3.0032(4) 17.1(7) 

x = 20 bcc 100 3.0170(6) 18.0(8) 

x=30 bcc 88.7(6) 3.0460(5) 15.3(5) 

Ti 1.6(2) 2.981(1) 32.1(6) 

4.800(4) 

Ti-Zr HP 9.7(5) 4.783(3) 8.2(7) 
HT 

3.034(3) 

x = 40 bcc 92.4(5) 3.0795(4) 17.7(5) 

Ti 2.4(3) 2.986(3) 7.6(1) 

4.83(1) 

Ti-Zr HP 5.1(4) 4.769(3) 9.5(1) 
HT 

3.030(4) 

x=50 bcc 100 3.1142(4) 15.0(4) 

Table 2: Crystal parameters of TixV7o-xCr3o (x = 10 to 50) alloy added with 4 wt.% of Zr. Number in the 
parenthesis is the error on the last significant digit. 

A linear relationship between the lattice parameter of the bcc phase and Ti content is evident 

from figure 4, where lattice parameter and average atomic radii are plotted as a function of x. 

The direct relationship between the average atomic radius and the lattice parameter is c1ear. 
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Fig.4: Lattice parameter and average atomic radius ofbcc phase as a function of Ti-content (x). 

3.3 First Hydrogenation 

First hydrogenation (activation) curves of the Tix V 70-xCr30 (x= 10, 20, 30, 40, 50) alloys are 

presented in figure 5. These measurements were done at room temperature under 20 bar pressure 

without any prior heat treatment of the alloys. As seen from the curves, absorption capacity 

increases with higher x values. For alloy x = 50, maximum absorption capacity of 3.7 wt.% is 

achieved. However, for x = 50 a long incubation time was also observed. 
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Fig.5. Activation curve of the Ti,S 7o-xCr3o (x = 10,20,30,40,50) alloys added with 4 wt.% of Zr, under 
20 bars ofhydrogen at 22 Oc 

In order to study the crystal structure of these hydrided alloys, X-ray diffraction have been 

performed on the fully hydrided samples and are displayed in figure 3(b). XRD pattern shows 

that except for x = 40, all the hydrided alloys have more than one phase. The phases present were 

bcc (S.G. Im-3m), body centred tetragonal (bct, S.G. I4/mmm), and face centred cubic (fcc, S.G. 

Fm-3m). Lattice parameters and phase analysis of ail hydrided alloys were evaluated by 

Rietveld's refinement and are presented in table 3. As for the as-cast case, for all patterns the 

microstrain parameter was found to be zero within the experimental error. 
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Alloy Phase Phase Abundance Lattice Unit cell Crystallite 
(%) Parameter volume (A3

) size (nm) 
(A) 

10 bcc 37(3) 3.0031(8) 27.08(2) 12.0(5) 

3.0140(1) 29.18(3) 7.5(3) 
bct 63(3) 3.2126(2) 

20 bcc 26 (2) 3.0233(8) 27.63 10.6(5) 

bct 36 (2) 3.0971(1) 30.46(4) 18(3) 
3.175(2) 

fcc 37 (1) 4.2712(1) 77.90(8) 19(3) 

30 bcc 18 (1) 3.1379(1) 30.90(4) 7.6 (5) 

bct 15(1) 3.155(5) 34.40(14) 5.9(6) 
3.455(8) 

fcc 67 (2) 4.2821(9) 78.52(5) 19 (1) 

40 fcc 100 4.3067(8) 79.88(5) 13.3 (5) 

50 bct 6.8(5) 3.301(2) 36.62(7) 12(1) 
3.361(4) 

fcc 93 .2 (5) 4.3287(7) 8l.l1(4) 15.2 (5) 

Table 3: Crystal parameter of Tix V 70-xCr30 (x = lOto 50) atloy added with 4 wt. % of Zr in hydride state. 

Numbers in parentheses is the error on the last significant digit. 
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For alloy x = 10, we see that the hydride consists of a bcc phase (with the same lattice parameter 

as in the as-cast state (see table 2» and a bct phase. It is weil known that the monohydride of a 

bcc phase is a bct phase [27]. However, in the present case, the expansion of the lattice, 

compared to the as-cast bcc, is quite small: only 1.05 A3 per unit cel!. Usually, the volume 

occupied by a hydrogen atom in the lattice is between 2 A3 and 3 A3
. This means that only 

between 0.5 and 0.35 hydrogen atom is absorbed by formula unit which is not the characteristic 

of a monohydride. Moreover, from the activation measurement, the measured capacity was only 

0.5 wt.%. Considering that 63% of the alloy is bct this means that the true capacity of this bct 

phase is about 0.8 wt.%. As the nominal capacity of the monohydride is 2 wt.% this means that 

only 0.4 hydrogen atom instead of 1 was absorbed by the bct phase. This number agrees weil 

with the ones derived from the diffraction patterns. Therefore, we cou Id conclude that, for this 

alloy, because of the sm ail lattice parameter of the bcc phase, it is very difficult for hydrogen to 

go into the bcc solid solution phase and when it does it forms a bct phase but with a 

stoichiometry much sm aller than a monohydride. 

For alloy x = 20, bcc and bct phase are se en along with face centred cubic phase (fcc). In this 

case after hydrogenation lattice expansion of bcc and bct phase, compared to the as-cast bcc was 

found to be very small: 0.19A3and1.5A3 respectively. This indicates that for bcc and bct phase 

hydrogen atom absorbed by formula unit is 0.06 and 0.5 respectively. Here again it is seen that 

bct phase is not a true monohydride phase. On the other hand, lattice expansion for fcc phase is 

5.74 A3 which means hydrogen atom absorbed by formula unit are 2. This is the characteristics 

of a dihydride phase. Considering the phase abundance (bcc = 26 wt.%, bct = 36 wt.%, fcc = 37 

wt.%) and nominal hydrogen capacity of each phase (bct = 2 wt.%, fcc = 4 wt.%), the total 

absorption capacity calculated from the X -ray diffraction pattern of the alloy is 1.87 wt. % which 

is very close to the measured one. However, from a thermodynamics point ofview, having a bcc, 

bct, and fcc simultaneously is not possible. This is most probably due to slow diffusion of 

hydrogen through the fcc and bct phases. This means that, upon hydrogenation, a ' shell' of fcc 

phase forms and, as diffusion is slow through this phase, the hydrogen could not reach the bct 

and bcc phase in the ' core' . This is a classic explanation for the incomplete hydrogenation in 

many metal hydrides. 

For alloy x = 30 and 50, from the lattice expansions, we determined that one hydrogen atom was 

absorbed in bct phase and two were absorbed in the fcc phase. This indicates that for these alloys 
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bct phase was a true monohydride and fcc phase was a dihydride. Alloy x = 40 was a complete 

dihydride without any bcc or bct phases. 

Figure 6 shows the increase of unit cell volume per hydrogen atom (~H/V) in fcc phase as a 

function ofx. The volume change was deduced from the difference in unit cell volume of the bcc 

phase before hydrogenation and the fcc phase after hydrogenation. 1t is clear from the figure that 

the unit cell volume per hydrogen atom in the fcc phase decreases with x. This result is 

somewhat counterintuitive. As shown in figure 4, the lattice parameter of the bcc phase increases 

with x. Therefore, the interstitial sites available for hydrogen will be bigger as x increases. For a 

bigger interstitial site, the volume increases to accommodate a hydrogen in the fcc structure will 

be less. Therefore, in the fully hydride state (fcc phase) the change of volume due to the 

inclusion of hydrogen is smaller as x increases. To our knowledge this is the first time such 

behaviour is seen. Similar investigation on other bcc alloys should be performed in order to 

validate this result. 
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Fig 6: Increase of unit cell volume per hydrogen atom for Tix V 70-xCr30 ( X = 20 to 50) alloys. 
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3.4 Comparison between Zr and 7Zr+l0Ni additive 

In a previous investigation, the effect of adding 7Zr+ 1 ONi to Tix V 70-xCr30 (x = lOto 50) alloy has 

been studied [24]. A comparison of activation kinetics of alloys added with Zr and with 

7Zr+ 1 ONi additives is presented in figure 7. As a reference, x = 40 composition was synthesized 

without any additive. It is seen from the figure that the alloy without additive did not absorb 

hydrogen. On the other hand, the same composition with additives (Zr and 7Zr+ 1 ONi) cou Id 

absorb hydrogen. This means that additive make activation possible at room temperature. 

Besides this, it is c1early seen that the alloys with 7Zr+ 1 ONi present a very fast kinetics 

compared to the alloys with Zr. For both additive, the hydrogen capacity increases with the Ti

content but, for a given Ti-content, the capacity is higher with 7Zr+ 1 ONi additive than with Zr 

additive. Incubation time is longer with Zr additive and the kinetics are also slower compared to 

7Zr+ 1 ONi additive. Therefore, it could be concluded that the 7Zr+ 1 ONi additive is much better 

than Zr additive for the Tix V 70-xCr30 alloys. Difference in absorption kinetics and capacities of Zr 

and 7Zr+ 1 ONi added alloys could be due to their different microstructure and difference in 

chemical composition of the secondary phases [24]. Alloys added with 7Zr+ 1 ONi, has shown Zr

Ni rich secondary phase, and alloy added with Zr has a Zr rich secondary phase. Abundance of 

the secondary phase for 7Zr+ 1 ONi alloys was found between 0.2 % and 7 %. However, for Zr 

added alloys it was found between 6.6 % and 13.2%. Even though Zr added alloy has a high 

percentage of secondary phase compared to 7Zr+10Ni alloy, still it has slow kinetics. This 

indicates that the combined effect of Zr-Ni is more beneficial for fast absorption than Zr alone 

and that the chemical composition of the secondary phase plays a crucial role in the activation 

kinetics. 
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Fig.7: First hydrogenation kinetics of TixV70-xCr30 alloy (a) with 4wt.% of7Zr+lONi and Ti40V30Cr30 

alloy without additive (b) with 4 wt.% of Zr , under 20 bars ofhydrogen at 22 oC 

4 Conclusions 

The main findings of the present investigation are as follows: 

Adding 4 wt.% of Zr to five different composition of TixV7o-xCr3o (x= 10 to 50) alloy has been 

realized. Ail alloys presented a multiphase microstructure. X-ray diffraction confirmed that ail as 

cast alloys had a main phase which was bcc but for alloys x = 30 and 40, a Ti and HT-HP Ti-Zr 

phase was also observed along with bcc. 

The hydrogenation curves shown that absorption capacity of the alloys increased with increasing 

x value which was also confirmed by XRD pattern of hydrided alloys. Alloys x = 10 and 20, 

showed the presence of bct phase which was not a true monohydride phase. For x = 30 and 50, a 

complete monohydride phase was seen. The alloy x = 40, showed a single fcc phase. 

These results indicated that increasing Ti content was beneficial to achieve higher absorption 

capacity. This study also demonstrated a linear relationship between the bcc lattice parameter 

and the change of volume in the fcc phase. Volume variation of the fcc phase due to 

hydrogenation Iinearly decreased with increasing bcc lattice parameter. 

Comparison of Zr additive with 7Zr+ 1 ONi additive demonstrated that the latter is more effective 

for the enhancement of first hydrogenation. The reason for this discrepancy is probably the 

different microstructure and secondary phase chemical composition. Therefore, it is concluded 

that 7Zr+ 1 ONi is better than Zr as additive for Tix V 70-xCr30 (x= 1 ° to 50) alloys 
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